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FROM THE SHOP FLOOR

Editorial

Chair's Report for 2020

With the judging of the Bert Roth Award after receiving
entries from a wide body of work including film; with the
death of playwright Dean Parker; and with the
continuing uncertainty of a Covid world, it is timely to
remember Gramsci’s concept of hegemony: that daily
creating of consciousness via the media, the arts,
education and other systems. Hegemony is both
exceedingly dense, yet at the same time, because it is
created daily, fragile. This edition then, is aware of this
creating, from works of history to works of fiction, from
activist documents and campaigns, to the editorial
control of a student newspaper, to the stories left and
deeds wrought by those who have passed. From Gramsci
one moves inevitably to Walter Benjamin and the
importance of the production of cultural works and how
the control of that production is fundamental. We begin
to explore that control: Dean Parker always had difficulty
getting his plays produced by mainstream urban theatres;
alternatively, we take a look at regional community-based
theatre on the Coast. Often the creation of hegemony is
urban based, existing in a colonial relationship to the
provinces and rural areas. Finally, international studies
are beginning to arrive exploring the deeper themes of
the pandemic: supply chains and control of essential
items, old dramas of quarantine and exclusion, the role
of the narcissistic patriarch, new monetary policies which
overturn previous wisdoms…the hegemony is created
daily. As our own small contribution we offer this edition
which also includes a report from the AGM.

The LHP AGM, on Tuesday evening, 11 August, was a
most enjoyable event attended by 70 people (our biggest
number of attendees yet!). The Covid gods were smiling
on us, as it was only hours later we received the news of
renewed community transmission in Tamaki-makau-rau.
My love to you all as we continue to navigate the impacts
ofthis.

In solidarity
Paul Maunder

My 2019-2020 Chair Report (see below) captures the
work of the LHP Committee, and is full of thanks for you
all – ngā mihi ki a koutou. We also announced the Bert
Roth Award, which you can also read about in this issue
of the Bulletin. Rod Prosser filmed the AGM speakers:
Malcolm McKinnon, 'Politics and protest in a time of
crisis: New Zealand 1930-35', Cybèle Locke, ‘Snapshots
of the 1930s Depression: Rātana, Unemployed Workers
and Trade Unions’ and Sam Orchard, ‘We are
Beneficiaries: using art to share stories’ and they will be
available to watch on our website soon.
http://www.lhp.org.nz/
I want to begin by acknowledging the incredible work of
the Labour History Project Committee – Russell
Campbell, Peter Clayworth, Jared Davidson, Ciaran
Doolan, Claire-Louise McCurdy, Therese O’Connell,
John Ryall, Ross Teppett, Sue Shone and Ross Webb.
Thank you for all your after-hours, voluntary work for the
LHP. Sadly, Therese O’Connell is stepping down from
the Committee tonight; we will miss her feisty feminist
wisdom.
When the new LHP Committee first met to plan the year,
we realised we were a small Committee and would need
to build our capacity in order to do big projects. It was in
this context, we decided to put the Graphic History
project on hold until we had the people resources to do.
John Ryall agreed to join our Committee, but then we
lost Ciaran, who moved to Auckland in February.
The focus for the rest of 2019 was the Rona Bailey
biennial lecture and the special-themed Bulletin –
Winning Ways – moments when people’s struggles were
won, edited by Paul Maunder. Dean Parker’s Rona Bailey
lecture here last October was a glorious, moving, funny
account of his life. And thankfully, it was filmed by Rod
Prosser and put on our website so you can all watch it as
often as you like. Dean’s sudden death during lockdown
was a terrible loss, and we mourn him.
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The Labour History Project Bulletin continues as the
mainstay of our work. Paul Maunder, with our help,
brings together a diverse array of insightful labour
history work. The Winning Ways special issue, we hope,
will be a useful educational resource for trade union
work for quite some time to come.
We had so many plans for 2020, and then came Covid-19,
and we retreated to our bubbles to collectively see out the
virus – which we did. Long may that continue. The
Committee had our first zoom meeting and put all event
organising on hold. Our letter of protest at cuts to
Archives hours and culling of books at National Library
was put on ice until those institutions came out of
lockdown. Our digitisation of the Bulletin project was put
on hold because we needed to scan National Library
holdings. Work on the Bulletin continued during the
Rahui and I was so proud of us for producing Issue 78 in
April. In every other way, it felt like April disappeared
from the year 2020. Paul’s excellent initiative of including
interviews with retiring trade unionists continued with
Ged O’Connell and Syd Keepa featuring in that issue.
Ross Webb’s leadership on the News and Reviews section
of the Bulletin is excellent. Thank you to all who
contribute: article, news and reviews writers, copyeditors,
and design work.

much so, we granted Lyndy McIntyre $2000 towards the
history she is writing on the Living Wage Movement
Aotearoa.
In January 2020, I agreed to become the NZ Representative for the Australian-based journal Labour History
for three years. I attend monthly Editorial Working Party
meetings to discuss submissions and reviews, and plan
future issues of the journal. My hope is this role will lead
to greater comradeship with Australian labour historians.
Finally, I want to thank you – our members – who sustain the work we do, even during a pandemic.
Kia kaha Labour History Project.
Cybèle Locke

The growing unemployment crisis inspired us to reflect
on historical examples of organised unemployed workers,
and the AGM talks you hear tonight reflect that. We are
also planning a Symposium on this year’s special theme,
From Kinleith to the dole queue: workers’ struggles in
the 1980s, later in the year. These talks will then be the
substance of the special-themed Bulletin, coming out in
December. Our overwhelmingly P ākehā Committee
committed to reading ‘Ngā Rerenga o te Tiriti’, a guide
for engaging organisations with the Treaty of Waitangi,
so we can begin this process.
Ross Webb led the 2019 Bert Roth Award judging
subcommittee of Claire-Louise, Mark Derby, Paul
Maunder and me. It was another fantastic opportunity to
review the wealth of talent out there and Ross will have
more on that tonight.
Jared Davidson continues to do excellent website and
social media work for our organisation. I want to
specially thank Claire-Louise McCurdy and Russell
Campbell for their administrative, financial and membership work that keeps us such a healthy organisation. So
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Bert Roth Award 2020
Judges: Paul Maunder, Cybèle Locke, Claire-Louise
McCurdy, Ross Webb, Mark Derby

The Bert Roth Award for Labour History, named for the
late historian Herbert Roth, is presented annually by the
Labour History Project. It is awarded to the work that
best depicts the history of work and resistance in New
Zealand published in the previous calendar year.
We take a broad perspective on the definition of labour
history, including non-paid labour, and pose the
following questions:
- How well does the work reveal exploitation and people’s
efforts to challenge exploitation?
- Does it give voice to those whose histories remain out of
view or marginal to mainstream history?
- Is it well written or presented and is the work accessible
to the public?
The works examined this year come in a range of forms,
from film, to journal articles to dissertations, to books
and span a range of topics: from M āori in the early
nineteenth century trans-Tasman world, to a love-struck
miner evading conscription in the West Coast bush, to
protest movements and worker militancy in the 1970s,
and to more contemporary campaigns for health and
safety in forestry.

characters, as introduced in the blurb of the book,
include ‘a feisty German-born socialist, a Norwegian
watersider, an affectionate Irish nationalist, a love-struck
miner, an aspiring Maxim Gorky, a cross-dressing
doctor, a nameless rural labourer, an avid letter writer
with a hatred of war, and two mystical dairy farmers with
a poetic bent’. What connects this cast of characters is
that their activities, their letters, and in some cases their
activism against the war, was of interest to the New
Zealand state. The letters they wrote, to loved ones,
friends, and comrades, were never delivered, but were
intercepted by the state. They are now held at Archives
New Zealand, in the Special Registry File, where
Davidson discovered them 100 years later. In telling their
stories, Davidson not only provides a compelling
historical narrative, he also contributes to our
understanding of the First World War home front, to the
early history of surveillance, to the history of political and
industrial activism and dissent (often in the most
surprising places!), and more broadly to New Zealand
social history and the history ofthe modern state.

All of these works demonstrate that labour history is alive
and well in Aotearoa New Zealand in the many forms it
takes. They all exemplify the argument made by James
Green in his book Taking History to Heart. Green writes:
“Historical narratives can do more than redeem the
memory of past struggles; they can help people think of
themselves as historical figures with crucial moral and
political choices to make, like those who came before
them”.
Winner

Jared Davidson, Dead Letters: Censorship and Subversion in
New Zealand 1914-1920, Otago University Press, 2019.

Dead Letters is our 2020 Bert Roth Award winner.
In his excellent book, Dead Letters, archivist and historian
Jared Davidson introduces us to a range of extraordinary
characters whose stories and struggles challenge the
nationalist narratives of the war. These historical
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reveals only too well, the bumbling collaborators with
capital that often people the bureaucracy, collaboration
that is most often hidden from view. In terms of the
other criteria for this award, the ultimate exploitation is
the unnecessary and preventable death of working people
and film is an accessible medium for all. The NZCTU
was mounting a campaign for Helen Kelly - Together to be
shown widely as part of Workers Memorial Day.
Unfortunately, the lockdown prevented this. Hopefully
the campaign will be resurrected for 2021.
Shortlist

Stephanie Gibson, Matariki Williams and Puawai Cairns,
Protest Tautohetohe: Objects of Resistance, Persistence and
Defiance, Te Papa Press, 2019.
This stunningly beautiful book centres on the materials
of protest – objects, images, symbols and slogans – and
gives them back their history. Protest materials are
grouped around a range of issues: the dishonoured Te
Tiriti o Waitangi, war, nuclear weapons, M āori land and
language loss, apartheid, women’s, LGBTQI and civil
rights, class struggles and economic rights, and the
environment.
Barbara Brookes, Jane McCabe and Angela Wanhalla.
eds., Past Caring? Women, Work and Emotion, Otago
University Press, 2019.

Runner-up

Tony Sutorius, Director, Helen Kelly – Together, 2019.
This year’s runner up is the film Helen Kelly-Together, by
Tony Sutorius. Remarkably, it follows Helen through the
last year of her life. As one of the judges for this Award
Paul Maunder wrote when reviewing the film, ‘There is
something of the Greek Tragedy here, that such a
humble, capable woman should be stricken at a young
age when, quite simply, the leadership of the country was
a logical future role.’ Born into a union activist family,
her childhood was surrounded by the political and she
became a union organiser then president of the NZCTU.
When she resigned, she remained active, assisting in the
campaigns being waged by the Pike women and by
Forestry workers – both with, ironically, a health and
safety theme. She became close to these women who in
turn surrounded her with aroha as she entered the final
period of her illness. Helen also became, during this
time, a vocal advocate for medical cannabis as a pain
relief drug of choice. The film becomes then an
extraordinary celebration of working-class solidarity and

‘Care is literally stitched into every aspect of our lives... so
vital it has been taken for granted… and unnoticed in
historical and philosophical enquiry.’ The eleven essays
in this collection seek to make care visible, documenting
individual histories, diverse cultural perspectives and
very different spaces and locations to explore the
questions of gender, justice and morality that are raised
by the tensions and contradictions between the
constructions and the realities ofcaring work.
Hilary Stace, JB Munro: Community Citizen,
Wellington, 2019.
Hilary Stace tells the remarkable story of John Munro
who suffered from polio and began his career as a youth
worker. He then worked for the Crippled Children’s
Association before becoming an MP in the Kirk
Government where he succeeded in steering through
parliament the Disabled Person’s Community Welfare
Act to assist people not covered by the newly brought in
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ACC Act. The DPCWA also contained the first
Accessibility Building Standards. A brilliant fundraiser
he was shoulder tapped by IHC which he led for many
years, fighting lengthy battles to deinstitutionalise and to
obtain inclusive education and employment for people
with learning disabilities.

Erudite, exhaustively researched and drawing on
international as well as local scholarship, this is an
impressive contribution to the academic study of labour
history. The crucial role of M āori, as both workers and
union activists, in one of this country’s major industries
is established concisely and decisively.

Caitlin Lynch, Director, Harriet Morison – Fighting for
Fairness, 2019.

Past Winners

This tightly constructed 9-minute film celebrates Harriet
Morison, secretary of the Tailoresses’ Union, and the
working-class women she mobilised to sign the 1892
suffrage petition. By connecting that campaign to the ongoing campaign for pay equity for care workers, the film
affirms uniting and organising as crucial for change, and
alludes to how much is still to be achieved.
Max Nichol, ‘An ‘Organ of Student Opinion’? Alternative
Print, Protest, and the Politics of Education in Salient,
1973-1989’, MA Thesis, Victoria University of
Wellington, 2019.
The chaotic camaraderie of the Salient office in Victoria
University’s student union building powered the radical
student left, and kick-started careers in journalism,
publishing and writing. This incisively argued, evenhanded thesis records two decades of the newspaper’s
roller-coaster trajectory, and firmly establishes its
significance for the left-wing culture ofthe period.
Rachel Standfield and Michael J. Stevens, ‘New Histories
but Old Patterns: Kāi Tahu in Australia’ in Victoria Stead
and Jon Altman, ed., Labour Lines and Colonial Power:
Indigenous and Pacific Islander Labour Mobility in
Australia, Australian National University Press, 2019.
Rachel Standfield and Michael J. Stevens embrace Tracey
Banivanua Mar’s methodological strategy to locate
mobile Kāi Tahu labour in the Trans-Tasman maritime
world. Kāi Tahu whakapapa and narrative bring
indigenous people, such as Tokitoki and Jacky Snapper,
out ofthe margins ofEuropean accounts.

2019
Winner: David Haines and Jonathan West, ‘Crew
Cultures in the Tasman World’ in Francis Steele, ed.,
New Zealand and the Sea: Historical Perspectives, Bridget
Williams Books. Runner-up: Caren Wilton, My Body My
Business: NZ Sex Workers in an Era of Change, Otago
University Press.
2018
Winner: Helen McNeil, A Striking Truth, Cloud Ink
Press. Runner-up: Renée, These Two Hands: a Memoir.
2017
Tearepa Kahi, Director, Poi E: The Story ofour Song.
2016
Melissa Williams, Panguru and the City: Kāinga Tahi,
Kāinga Rua: An Urban Migration History, Bridget
Williams Books.
2015
Nicholas Hoare ‘Imperial Dissenters: Anti-Colonial
Voices in New Zealand, 1883-1945’, MA thesis, Victoria
University ofWellington.
2014
Rebecca Macfie, Tragedy at Pike River Mine: How and
Why 29 Men Died, Awa Press.

Toby Boraman, ‘Indigeneity, Dissent, and Solidarity:
M āori and Strikes in the Meat Industry in Aotearoa New
Zealand During the Long 1970s’, International Review of
Social History, 64, 1, 2019, pp.1-35.
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Recent and Current Reseacrh
‘It was midnight — torrential rain, lightning. And all
these kaumātua standing in the exercise yard, doing their
karakia. A row of coffins on the ground, open. And the
prisoners were yelling at us from inside to shut up.’
That eerie, rain-lashed night in 1989 was the first time
23-year-old Te Kahautu Maxwell had been inside Mount
Eden Prison’s daunting walls. He had travelled there
from his home in the Bay of Plenty in a convoy led by
elders of the Ringatū faith. They were a solemn,
determined, ritualistic group, safeguarded at every stage
of the journey with incantations and prayers for their
spiritual protection. They bore the weight of their
mission’s profound cultural and historical significance.
More than a century earlier, on a single morning in May
1866, five of their forebears had been hanged in the
prison, and now the group had come to exhume the
men’s bodies and reclaim them.

'Rock College: An unofficial history of Mount Eden
Prison' by Mark Derby out now

Historian and former chair of the Labour History Project
has released a new book on the history of Mt Eden
Prison. Rock College An unofficial history of Mount Eden
Prison was released on 13 August.
‘Grim, Victorian, notorious, for 150 years Mount Eden
Prison held both New Zealand’s political prisoners and
its most infamous criminals. Te Kooti, Rua Kenana, John
A. Lee, George Wilder, Tim Shadbolt and Sandra Coney
all spent time in its dank cells. Its interior has been the
scene ofmass riots, daring escapes and hangings.’
‘If you want to know what it’s like inside that place, this
book is the next best thing to a ten-year stretch’ — James
‘Diamond Jim’ Shepherd, former inmate of Mount Eden
Prison
‘A major contribution to New Zealand’s penal history’ —
Sir Kim Workman, penal reform advocate
Here is an extract from the book’s opening pages:

A row of stone slabs, each incised with a single initial
and set into the asphalt along the north wall of the main
exercise yard, marked the location of the hanged men’s
graves. Prison authorities had strung a tarpaulin above
the site, placed a wooden coffin beside each of the
tombstones and erected floodlights that threw harsh
beams through the driving rain. Guards and prison
officials looked on uneasily at the chanting elders and
younger men, numbering nearly 80 in total, who were
disrupting the routine of this circumscribed, enforced
community.
For more information, go to:
https://www.masseypress.ac.nz/books/rock-college/
'Islands of the Empire', DVD Launch at Lumière
cinema in Christchurch, 20 July

Islands of the Empire is an hour-long documentary by
Vanguard Films about New Zealand’s military links with
the United States. Produced in 1985 at the height of the
anti-nuclear movement, it won the Media Peace Award
that year but was denied a television screening and
received only limited distribution on video.
The film has now been digitized and restored, and
released on DVD in an edition which contains two hours
of bonus material. In the extras, experts and activists
Murray Horton, Maire Leadbeater, Keith Locke and
Nicky Hager bring the story up to date, explaining that
despite New Zealand’s expulsion from ANZUS the
military ties with the US remain strong, involving us in
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lives have been transformed by successful community
campaigns like the campaign to win the living wage for
Wellington City Council workers, including the lowest
paid employed via contractors.
The Living Wage Movement was established with a longterm vision of building community power through
broad-based organising.
The movement has
demonstrated that, by building alliances with faith
groups and community, unions gain the power needed to
win the living wage.

endless wars in the Middle East and impacting on the
country’s ability to conduct an independent foreign
policy.
The DVD was launched to an enthusiastic full house at
the Lumière cinema in Christchurch on 20 July. For
further information, email cmtaotearoa@gmail.com
'The Living Wage Story' by Lyndy McIntyre

The LHP is pleased to be able to assist Lyndy McIntyre
with a grant in her writing of the book: Building
community power to lift low wages: The Living Wage story.
Lyndy describes the project:

I am writing a history of the movement, to inspire
community organising and activism through the stories
of campaigns which have transformed the lives of some
of Aotearoa’s most disadvantaged workers and to support
organising and activism with the principles and tools that
build community power.
My own union activism goes back over 35 years and I
have recently retired from my role as the Wellington
community organiser for the Living Wage Movement.
I acknowledge the support of the Labour History Project
with thanks.

During the lockdown, the Prime Minister publicly
thanked essential workers, singling out E tū member,
Rose Kavapalu, a cleaner at Otahuhu’s police station.
"Thank you for keeping us safe,” Jacinda Ardern said.
In response, Rose said the thanks she wanted for
working 13-hour days was the living wage. She said: “I’d
rather not be at work as I have many family commitments, but the police officers really need us to keep
the place clean and free from COVID-19. So, I am happy
to do the work, but honestly, I deserve more than the
bare minimum.”
In 2012 a new social movement was launched in
Aotearoa to build community power to win the living
wage and transform the lives of low paid workers like
Rose.
Living Wage Movement Aotearoa NZ started with a
conversation in the Service and Food Workers Union
offices in 2011. Nine years later thousands ofworkers’

'Blood and Dirt' by Jared Davidson

“Capital comes dripping from head to foot, from every pore,
with blood and dirt.”
The use of prison labour in Aotearoa New Zealand
weaves its way through every major urban centre, across
the pastured grasslands of heartland New Zealand and
into Te Moana-nui-a-Kiwa, the Pacific. Yet despite its
entanglement with many significant events of New
Zealand’s past, prison labour is largely absent from our
national histories. And despite its geographies of
violence, prison labour is not mentioned in the seventeen
papers that make up The Environmental Histories of New
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Zealand and merits a single passing reference in the
official history of the Public Works Department. Nor is it
commemorated in the centennial histories of New
Zealand’s cities. Even Ben Schrader’s masterful study,
The Big Smoke, mentions prison labour only once, despite
its importance to the social relations of the city that
Schrader otherwise explores so richly.

- How did the use of prison labour shape ideas of
punishment and reform? Initial research suggests that
the history of penal practice in New Zealand is closely
tied to the development of prison labour; in other words,
the history of prisons in New Zealand can be said to be a
history ofprison employment and labour regimes.
- What does prison labour tell us about capitalism,
colonialism and state formation in New Zealand and its
Pacific colonies? How did ideas of ‘improvement’ shape
work, gender and class, and the land itself?
- Who were the hard labour prisoners and what was their
experience of prison labour? How did M āori and women
prisoners experience prison labour? Were there prisoner
subcultures, and how did prisoners relate to ‘free’
workers during and after their time in prison? What
forms of resistance and refusal did prisoners use to seek
better conditions or avoid work?
Jared would love to hear from anyone with knowledge
about prison labour during this period, and is especially
keen to learn about lesser-known sites or structures built
with prison labour. Email garage.collective@gmail.com.
You can also follow his progress @anrchivist or
www.jared-davidson.com
If you’re interested in contributing recent or current
research to this section, please email
rosswebb12@gmail.com

Blood and Dirt aims to provide an accessible and original
overview of the use of prison labour in New Zealand’s
long nineteenth century (c.1790s to the 1920s) – a story of
the making of New Zealand told through the prism of
prison labour. It is a story that asks us to look beyond the
prison’s walls and to instead see prisons as a set of
relations that helped shape New Zealand’s social and
environmental landscape. The book hopes to explore:
- How extensive and widespread was the use of prison
labour in New Zealand and its Pacific colonies? What
were the social, environmental and cultural conditions
that led to its use, and how did these change over time?
Although mostly an urban phenomenon during the
1800s, by the early 1900s prisoners were planting trees
and clearing ‘waste’ lands for agricultural use across the
North and South Islands – prison farms becoming the
norm from the 1920s onwards.
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The “Te Puke Maoris Union of Workers”
Following the passage of its industrial legislation in 1936,
the first Labour Government and its Minister of Labour
were flooded with letters. Some wrote to check whether
forming a union was illegal, as claimed by employers.
But the vast majority wrote to form unions, including, for
example, a letter from M āori ‘Girl Guides’ at Whakarewarewa. As Peter Franks notes: ‘It is easy to see the
huge growth in union membership in the late 1930s as
something that was predetermined by the compulsory
unionism legislation. The change in the law was very
important, but the increase in membership was also the
result of one of the greatest organising drives in New
Zealand’s labour history’. 1

The LHP Bulletin will now include this new section,
‘From the Archives’, to showcase researcher finds that
relate to labour history. If you’re interested in contributing to ‘From the Archive’, email
Rosswebb12@gmail.com
1. Peter Franks, ‘Predominance ofsupport for moderate policy:
The formation ofthe New Zealand Federation ofLabour, 1937’, in Peter
Franks and Melanie Nolan, eds., Unions in Common Cause:
The New Zealand Federation ofLabour, 1937–1988, Wellington, 2011, 90.
2. Registrar ofIndustrial Unions to Pat Wihapi, 17 July 1936, Registration
ofUnions - Enquiries re formation ofUnions, 3/2/1020, Archives
New Zealand, Wellington.
3. Aroha Harris, ‘Persistence and Resilience, 1920-1945’,
in Anderson, Binney, Harris, eds., Tangata Whenua: A History, 320.

This letter, written from Pat Wihapi to the Minister of
Labour, is one of many. It calls for the formation of an
organisation of M āori workers in Te Puke, Bay of Plenty.
‘It is the desire of the working class of Maoris of this
district consisting of approximately 100 men to form a
union of workers which will be styled and known by the
name of the “Te Puke Maoris Union of Workers”’.
Wihapi signs the letter off with ‘on behalf of the T.P.M
U. ofWorkers’.
Yet Wihapi was rebuffed by the Department of Labour.
The limitations of the law meant that unions had to be
formed ‘for the sole purpose of protecting or furthering
their interests in relation to conditions of employment in
a specific industry. The suggested title of your organisation suggests it is open to all Maori workers irrespective of their occupations and is not limited to one
particular trade or industry’. The “Te Puke Maoris Union
ofWorkers” was thus not eligible for registration. 2
The letter, however, speaks to the desire of M āori
workers to organise unions in the mid-1930s as well as
the ongoing calls for separate M āori organisation—whether in politics, sport, culture or, in this case,
workers organisation—in the interwar years. As Aroha
Harris writes, ‘an informal parallel development, or
inadvertent segregation, was therefore established,
although as a response to exclusion rather than an
enforced regime’. 3
Reference: Pat Wihapi to Minister of Labour, 8 July 1936,
Registration of Unions - Enquiries re formation of Unions,
3/2/1020, Archives New Zealand, Wellington.
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Member Organisers at the Heart of an
Organising Union
John Ryall

Marianne Bishop

Not long after the formation of E tū in 2015 I was asked
by an ex-EPMU staff member about the meaning of the
term “member organiser”, which he had heard me talk
about.
I told him that a member organiser was a union member
who had volunteered to carry out union organising work
on worksites other then his or her own site.
The conversation was full of questions about how
members got to volunteer, would they be paid for their
time, did they have the skills to organise and would this
undermine the work that was clearly contained in the

role ofa full-time salaried union organiser.
The conversation forced me to consider that perhaps my
history in the Service and Food Workers Union in the 25
years since the Employment Contracts Act had not been
a shared experience of others in the New Zealand labour
movement.
My experience
My entrance into the union movement was as a delegateactivist and then plant union convenor in the car
assembly industry in the Hutt Valley.
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The car industry was big and was full of activists who
taught me the skills of collective organising, running
meetings, disputes and strikes, and winning good
working conditions while much of the time battling the
interference from the full-time officials in my own union.
This experience carried over to my employment in the
Wellington Hotel and Hospital Workers’ Union in the
1980s, which was being transformed (as it was in
Auckland) by a group of new full-time organisers who
had learnt their skills in the workplace, in community
struggles or in feminist organisations.
Small, night, quarterly union meetings were replaced
with large paid union stop-work meetings, the number of
workplace delegates increased massively, union education took off and the formation of activist groups for
M āori, Pasifika and Women members commenced. 1
All this activity led to major gains for union members
and more confidence amongst delegates and members to
confront their own employer and contact other delegates
and members in other workplaces to spread the gains
that they had made.
This came to a grinding halt in 1991, although the storm
clouds had been gathering for about three years before
then.
The ECA Shock
The National Government’s 1991 Employment Contracts
Act was the most radical piece of industrial legislation
ever introduced in New Zealand. Its professed aim was
“to promote an efficient labour market,” but its real goal,
according to most commentators at the time, was to force
wages down and to break the unions. 2

Union density declined from 41.5% in May 1991 to
19.9% in December 1996, the Clerical Workers’ Union
and the Communication and Energy Workers’ Union
both collapsed and other unions amalgamated quickly to
stave offtheir own demise. 3
The day before the Employment Contracts Act was
passed most of the unions that made up the Service
Workers Federation amalgamated into a new Service
Workers’ Union of Aotearoa (most of the regional Hotel
and Hospital Workers’ Unions, Cleaners and Caretakers’
Unions, Musicians’ Unions, the Northern Dental
Assistants’ Union and the Theatrical Workers’ Union).
They were joined reasonably quickly by the Northland
and Southland Clerical Workers’ Unions and the
Community Services’ Union.
In May 1991 the estimated number of actual financial
members of the new Service Workers’ Union of Aotearoa
was 69,000 or 50,000 FTE, but by December 1992 it had
dropped by 50% down to 25,000 FTE. 4
In the year ending January 1993 a serious financial
deficit was sustained by the Service Workers’ Union, and
by March 1993, the union was struggling with no cash
reserves and having to lay off more than 30% of the
union’s staff. This included the National Secretary and
two other organisers who luckily won parliamentary seats
and saved the union redundancy compensation
payments.
Responding to the Crisis
Quite often change never happens without a crisis
occurring. In 1993 all of the elements were present for
change to occur in the Service Workers Union.

Some commentators predicted that the Act would quickly
increase segmentation between the primary and
secondary labour markets, with those in the secondary
labour markets (clerical, hospitality, service-type jobs) left
without rights and deteriorating employment conditions,
while those in the primary labour market working in the
state sector or in larger worksites would hardly notice any
change.

Unions were trying all sorts of strategies to weather the
effects of the Employment Contracts Act, from
partnership with employers, to further amalgamations
and to beefing up member benefits systems.

This is what largely happened although the changes
brought about by the Employment Contracts Act were
more far-reaching than had been envisaged.

It had looked at the experience of organising in deregulated labour markets and decided to formally adopt
what was called “the organising model”.

The Service Workers’ Union, which had flattened its
operational structure with its redundancy programme in
1993, decided to organise its way out ofthe crisis.
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While it came with a new title, the organising model was
not new to many people in the Service Workers’ Union,
especially those who came from community or wider
movement-based organising backgrounds.
However, it did involve a conscious resolve to change the
way that the union operated from a dependence on 50
full-time organisers to do all the work, to liberating the
resources contained within the union’s 25,000-plus
members to share the organising challenge.
At that time, the union was totally swamped in the renegotiation of hundreds of site-based collective
agreements, trying to maintain regular worksite visiting
to recruit membership and relying on paid union staff to
resolve member grievances through legal or formal
processes. The more successful organisers were in
solving existing member grievances the more members
bombarded them to solve even more individual issues.
Meanwhile, the union membership was declining and
the number of full-time staff doing the work was
becoming smaller.
The organising model tried to break this cycle by taking
the reliance off paid staff and emphasising a union based
on active members encouraged and supported to take
responsibility for solving their own and the collective’s
problems and to extend union membership through
organising both on and offtheir worksites.
The organising model was seen by some unionists as a
narrow solution to make unions financially viable (more
unpaid organisers), but essentially it was about building
real membership and ownership of the union as a
vehicle, not just for self-interested ends, but for social
justice and greater power for the whole of the working
class.
Although a move to a more organising union focus did
meet some resistance internally from union staff, the
Service Workers Union, from 1996 under the leadership
of new National Secretary Darien Fenton, vigorously
pursued a change process that included building a
stronger foundation of union member leadership. The
process involved taking the debate about organising and
union change to the membership, freeing up resources
for new organising and growth, and campaigning across
workplaces and in the community for better outcomes
for working families.

“Taking the debate to members” involved having a
meeting in every workplace and giving members a “no
bullshit” presentation on the crisis faced by our union
and the need for all members to step up in a supported
way and take responsibility for organising.
Many people thought this was nuts as members would
say “this union is going under – let’s join another union
that can offer better services”, but that was not the
member response. Existing delegates were prepared to
take on more if they were trained, members had children
and grandchildren being exploited in non-union
workplaces and everyone wanted to see them have the
good working conditions that they had achieved through
the union.
Member Organiser Strategy
One of the strategies that came out of taking the debate
to the SFWU membership was to set up a volunteer
organiser programme that identified member volunteers
who agreed to volunteer their time to help organise nonunion workplaces or networks. The volunteers would
undergo an intensive education process, would be
reimbursed their travel and phone expenses, and would
be supported by a paid organiser on an identified project.

Current E tū Assistant National Secretary Annie
Newman said the volunteer organiser programme was
about increasing the union’s depth of member leaders
capable of building sustainable workplace organisation.
However, this also had another benefit for the union:
“Identifying member leaders to step up in this way
sharpened the focus on organisers in terms of skills,
responsibilities and levels of commitment required. It
also required a wider skill set for the organiser because it
was their job to develop the leader.” 5
Darien Fenton, since her time as the SWU Education
and Organising Director, had pointed out the necessity of
changing the organiser’s role from being “the leader” to
“the coach”. 6 Working with volunteers on a structured
organising programme put this role change into sharp
relief.
Jody Anderson, currently an E tū organising team leader,
was involved in one of the first volunteer organiser
programmes in the late 1990s. She was a workplace
delegate in aged care and was invited by her organiser to
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participate, along with 5 other members, in the programme.
She said that the programme involved a lot of education
about the crisis in the union movement and how we all
came from union islands that were going to be
submerged in the non-union sea unless we all did
something about it. 7
“We had a deep understanding about needing to organise
the unorganised if our movement was to survive,” said
Jody.
Jody’s project was not just to recruit new members, but
more importantly, was to identify other potential union
activists in non-union workplaces who could carry out the
workplace recruitment and organisation.
Even though she was still employed in her aged care job
during and after the organising project, the experience
led to further organising opportunities and built her
confidence to eventually apply for a full-time organiser’s
job.
“I would never have applied for an organiser’s job had it
not been for the member organiser programme. I was far
more at home within the community support sector and,
as a working-class woman, saw union officials as being at
a higher level than me.”
Not all volunteer/member organisers became paid union
organisers, although some did, both for the SFWU, other
unions or community organisations. However, they did
provide a cohort of industry member leaders, executive
members and knowledgeable activists that built the wider
union campaigns.
Annie Newman reflects that historically, the best
member leaders were developed by young energetic
campaign-type organisers, “because they were focused on
developing the workers through education and activism
and not just treating them as an appendage to businessas-usual.” 8
She warned though that the programme exposed
workplace leaders to the life of organisers, which could
be highly politicising, if not personally disruptive, for
some.

She recalled on at least two occasions a member leader
leaving a job they had been employed in for many years
because their involvement in the union had raised their
hopes and ambitions for a different kind of life that did
not eventuate.
However, member organisers such as aged care worker
Marianne Bishop said because she and others were
volunteers and remained connected to their jobs during
and after their organising project, they were more
grounded than full-time union employees. 9
Member organiser programmes were conducted in aged
care, in cleaning and in disability support with some
member organisers working inside the union’s M āori,
Pasifika and Women’s structures to build their capability.
In 2001 the union aimed to develop 50 member
organisers.
Member organisers were given status inside the union,
being asked to stand up and present at conferences,
highlighted in union magazines and being role models
oforganising commitment.
In 2008 the National Government depleted the
Employment Related Education Fund, which the SFWU
had been using to employ full-time union educators. This
encouraged the union to extend the member organiser
model to a new group called member educators. They
worked together in groups to learn the skills of adult
education and how to carry out one-to-one and group
education modules for other members.
Some of these member educators, such as Sharryn
Barton and Mele Peaua are still active in E tū and are still
using the skills they gained from this experience.
Sharryn, for instance, used these skills when she was
supporting meatworkers on the picket line outside the
Horotiu AFFCO Plant during their 2015 lockout.
Reflections
Member organiser/educator programmes and the
development of member leaders requires ongoing
commitment from union leadership and the continual
re-invigoration ofan internal union organising culture.

It is easy once a financial crisis abates to take the foot off
the pedal and go back to funding more and more fulltime organisers in lieu ofinvestment in member leaders.
While many unions talk about organising, the proof that
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organising is occurring is the presence in the union of
thousands ofpassionate activists.
We need activists at every level of the union from its
national executive and industry councils, in M āori,
Pasifika, Women and Youth Networks, and in workplace
committees.
These activists need to be seen at every union event
whether it is the union conference or a presentation to a
local council or parliamentary select committee.
If they are not there then you are not organising and your
union will struggle to survive.
In this sense member organisers have remained a small,
although precious, contributor to modern NZ organising
unionism.
1. For more on these committees, see: Cybèle Locke, “Building solidarity at
the flax-roots: standing committees for women, Maori and Pacific Island
members inside the Wellington Hotel and Hospital Workers’ Union,
1979–1989,” Labour & Industry 25, 3 (2015), 170-184
2. Employment Contracts Act 1991; Jane Kelsey, The New Zealand Experiment
(Wellington: Bridget Williams Books, 1995), 182.
3. A. Crawford, R. Harbridge and K. Hince, “Unions and Union Membership
in New Zealand: Annual Review for 1996,” NZ Journal ofIndustrial
Relations 22, 2 (1997), 209-216.
4. Sarah Oxenbridge, “Running to Stand Still: New Zealand Service Sector
Trade Union Responses to the Employment Relations Act 1991,” PhD
Thesis, Victoria University ofWellington, 1998, 158.
5. E-mail from Annie Newman to writer, 9 May 2020.
6. SFWU National Executive Report, “More Strength, More Unity, More
Power!” 2002, 7, John Ryall personal files.
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“A Rumour and a Legend”: The Rise and Fall of
the Workers’ Communist League in Salient
Max Nichol

"Salient Special", Salient 42, Special General Strike Issue, 24 September 1979, 1.

The cultural image of the 1970s university socialist,
which is embedded in popular memory, is one grounded
in reality. As historian Maud Anne Bracke describes,
following the events of 1968, the immediacy of communism, particularly Maoism, invigorated young people in
the Western world who had a “fierce desire … to create a
rupture with the past”. 1 Due to this combination of cliché
and scholarship, when I began to immerse myself in the
1970s issues of Victoria University of Wellington’s student newspaper, Salient, I was not surprised to find

expressions of communist and socialist ideology. It was
apparent in ways big and small, serious and irreverent.
Calls for solidarity with the workers and the oppressed
peoples of the world sat alongside guest editorials
“contributed” by Karl Marx (in the form of an extract
from Theories ofSurplus Value). 2
What was less apparent, and only gleaned following oral
history interviews with former Salient contributors, was
how deep this ideology ran in the Salient offices in the
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1970s and early 1980s. The socialist, class-based analysis
which informed much of Salient’s writing during this
time was in turn largely a product of close involvement
with activists, trade unionists, and communists in
Wellington. In particular, many of Salient’s editors and
regular contributors were members of the clandestine
Wellington Marxist-Leninist Organisation, which later
became the Workers’ Communist League. Far from
representing just youthful dabbling in radical ideologies,
the Salient office in the 1970s was part of a network of
anti-capitalist thought and action in Wellington. This
influence was substantial, but would only last until the
early 1980s, before slowly but surely dwindling as a new
cohort ofeditors and writers took the reins.

Salient was founded in 1938 by A.H. ‘Bonk’ Scotney. Its
establishment was a response to what Scotney perceived
as a lack of political analysis available in existing student
publications at a time of enormous international political
upheaval. The opening editorial stated that “New Zealand
is only a small place and Victoria College is only a small
part of New Zealand. But the influence of a compact body
of opinion amongst students, alive to the significance of
events, would be far from small”. 3
These openly political beginnings were not maintained
consistently between 1938 and the 1970s. Rachel
Barrowman, historian of the official VUW centennial
history, describes how in the 1950s and much of the
1960s, Salient and the Victoria University of Wellington
Students’ Association took on a fairly conservative
character. Salient mostly covered campus news during
this time, with little political analysis. A Salient editor in
1951 even “expressly repudiate[d] the paper’s own red
tradition” which Scotney and his immediate successors
had established. 4 This changed in the late 1960s. The
constitution of VUWSA was altered substantially, and its
processes made more democratic. According to Stephen
Hamilton, author of VUWSA’s centennial history, the
new constitution served to bring about a change of guard.
The male law students who had predominated on the
Association’s Executive were now able to be seriously
challenged, and gradually replaced, by more radical
activist candidates. 5
At Salient, editors used the newspaper to express support
for the multi-issue protest culture which proliferated
around the world. Many of Salient’s editors in the 1970s
had been radicalised by the protest movements against
the Vietnam war and South African apartheid in the late

1960s. These political issues, as well as women’s
liberation, M āori land rights, anti-nuclear protest, and
other environmental issues were reflected in the pages of
Salient throughout the decade.
Meanwhile, the Wellington Marxist-Leninist Organisation (shortened to the tongue-in-cheek acronym
‘MILO’) was founded in 1976. It emerged from an antecedent organisation known as the Paper Collective which
published The Paper, a relatively popular socialist publication which was sold to workers in the Hutt Valley. 6 In
turn, the Paper Collective emerged from a group of
Maoist-aligned individuals formally associated with the
Communist Party of New Zealand, including Ron Smith,
Rona Bailey, and Mike Scott. 7 MILO was a small, secret
organisation, recruiting by invite only. Consistent with
leftist action more broadly in New Zealand, their aim was
not necessarily total revolution, but to improve material
conditions and push for socialist policy. 8 To this end,
MILO had close ties and influence in Wellington Trades
Hall. 9 In 1979, MILO combined with the Northern Communist Organisation, becoming the Workers’ Communist League. 10 It was active for the next decade, before
dissolving in 1990. 11
The present scholarship on student media at VUW and
the history of MILO/WCL is fairly scant. Stephen
Hamilton notes some Maoist influence in the Salient
office, and Cybèle Locke has recorded the presence of
WCL members on the VUWSA Executive in the early
1980s. 12 Ron Smith has written briefly on his involvement in founding MILO/WCL, and notes that it had a
significant level of student membership. 13 Sue Bradford’s
biography also captures her WCL involvement and some
ofits rise and fall. 14
What has not been recorded in this limited historiography is that MILO/WCL had a significant and
enduring level of influence over Salient in the 1970s and
early 1980s. Editors Peter Franks (1973, co-editor), David
Murray (1975), Bruce Robinson (1977), and Simon
Wilson (1978). 15 A significant number of regular
contributing writers were also MILO/WCL members.
Terry Auld and Mike Law, for instance, were both
members and Salient contributors. 16
For those editors and writers who were involved in
MILO/WCL, the newspaper acted as a mouthpiece for
MILO/WCL’s analysis, growth, and goals. WCL member
and Salient’s 1978 editor Simon Wilson explained that
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"Salient needs you in 1976", Salient 38, no. 26, 1975, 3.

the organisation was coordinated in independent cells,
and the Salient office was effectively a cell of its own
while he was editor. Through this connection to
MILO/WCL, Salient in turn had direct ties into
Wellington trade unions and activist circles. The organisation also worked across student politics at VUW, not
just at Salient, and held influence within the national
student body, the New Zealand Union of Students’
Associations (NZUSA). 17
The influence of MILO/WCL within the Salient offices
was not completely dominant however. There were
editors who were not members of MILO/WCL. Roger
Steele, co-editor in 1973 and editor in 1974, did not align
himself directly with the Paper Collective (though of the
various socialist factions on campus he found the
Maoists the most cogent and convincing). His anticapitalist stance developed organically, owing to experiences of poor work conditions and low wages while
working variously as a truck driver, hay bailer, and dock
worker. He had also been a rebellious secondary school
student and a contributor to the University of Otago’s
Critic during a brief stint as a student in Dunedin. He
was more involved in M āori rights issues than many
other P ākehā activists at the time. He became a
competent speaker of te reo M āori and was friends with
Tūhoe activist Tame Iti and others of Ngā Tamatoa. 18 In

conjunction with the Te Reo M āori Society on campus,
Steele helped produce the first two special M āori issues
of Salient in 1973 and 1974, carrying the title Te Ao
Mārama. 19 While a fellow traveller with those involved in
the Paper Collective, including his co-editor Peter
Franks, his politics were his own.
The class politics of John Ryall, editor in 1976, were
informed by his involvement with the Young Catholics
and trade unions in the Hutt Valley. 20 He had little
involvement with MILO. Indeed, as editor he was clear
that he was not going to indulge in the Quixotic infighting between the Salient Maoists and their factional
rivals, the Trotskyist Young Socialists. This division had
been a feature of previous years at Salient. It was part
politics, part theatre – on one occasion the Salient crew
hung an ice pick in the window of the Salient office to
antagonise the Trots. 21 But it also had an indelible effect
on what content made it into Salient – as Simon Wilson
explained, it was rare that any copy from a Trotskyist was
accepted for publication during his tenure at Salient. 22 In
his opening editorial, Ryall made it clear that his
editorship would not follow previous years’ insistence
that you “either accept the analysis and become a radical,
or reject it and become a reactionary ... Salient in 1976 is
opening up”. 23
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For their part, Peter Beach (1979) and Stephen A’Court
(1980, 1981) worked closely with WCL members during
their editorships. The WCL supported those who were
“friendly” to the WCL such as Beach and A’Court.
However, while they were “close political allies”, they
were not themselves members and they remained
politically independent from the organisation. 24
As such, the influence of MILO/WCL at Salient was
clearly not all-encompassing. However, even those
editors who were not members still formulated their
politics around a similar class-based analysis and
criticism of capitalist society. They were also activists,
showing support for and reporting on protest activity in
Wellington, in New Zealand, and internationally. For
Steele, his work at Salient was “inseparable from
protest”. 25 Under Beach’s editorship, the Salient offices
sat empty on the day of the 1979 General Strike. 26 These
political activities and views came through strongly in
Salient’s content in the 1970s, amongst both MILO/WCLaligned and non-aligned editors.
The politics of Salient’s editors found expression in
general support for trade unions and workers, as well as
framing issues such as Wellington’s rental crisis and
environmental over-consumption as issues of class and
capitalism. 27 Class analysis was also presented in ways
more targeted towards a student readership. In the mid1970s, Salient published a number of articles criticising
VUW specifically and universities generally as sites of
class warfare. Such articles levelled that the present
curriculum and pedagogy served the interests of the
business world rather than “the community”. 28 Following
Robert Muldoon’s election in 1975, the level of financial
support for students and universities came under threat.
The status quo of university funding which had existed
since the landmark Hughes Parry Report of 1959 was undermined. 29 Salient’s response to these threats was again
at least partly along class lines. The issue was often framed as one in which the Government was making university more expensive, and therefore less accessible to
students who were unable to rely on wealthy or middleclass parents to support them financially while
studying. 30 Salient also regularly sought to foster solidarity between workers and students, pushing for students
both to support work-ers’ struggles, join their union
while working summer jobs, and especially not to
provide scab labour. 31
For MILO/WCL-aligned editors, their involvement in
Salient had the added goal of pushing the organisation’s

analysis to a student audience from which further
recruits might be found. 32 Due to the Maoist leanings of
MILO/WCL, there was also a generally pro-China, antiSoviet thread of analysis and reporting. 33 As Peter Franks
explained, Salient was not strictly a Maoist publication. 34
But it did carry Maoist content.
The activist, class conscious, and MILO/WCL-aligned
vein of politics at Salient reached its high water mark
during the 1981 Springbok Tour. Salient’s editor in 1981,
Stephen A’Court, effectively used Salient as a bulletin
board for protest organisation and a source of information explaining the political basis for opposing the
tour. His intention was to chronicle “a record of events of
’81 in a way that the downtown papers never would”. 35 It
was also an outlet for on-the-ground reporting. Salient
correspondent Michele A’Court was flown to Gisborne
for the first test, reporting on the scenes which
unfolded. 36 Former editor and WCL member Simon
Wilson was heavily involved in organizing anti-tour
protests, and was named on Robert Muldoon’s “Second
XV” – the list of “subversives and radicals” who Muldoon
believed were the ringleaders stirring up anti-tour
agitation. 37 The post-tour publication 56 Days: A History
of the Anti-Tour Movement in Wellington had Salient’s
fingerprints all over it. Many of those who contributed to
this publication were current and former Salient editors
and contributors, and it was printed by Wanganui
Newspapers, which also printed Salient. 38
The influence of the WCL at Salient dwindled following
the 1981 Springbok Tour. Many of those who had been
closely involved in the organisation moved on from the
newspaper and from university. Simon Wilson described
being burnt out from anti-tour activity, and he became
disillusioned with the WCL following revelations about
the atrocities committed by the Khmer Rouge in
Cambodia. 39 Around the same time, Terry Auld totally
disavowed communism according to Ron Smith. 40 At
Salient, there were still a few adherents who continued to
push a socialist message to the students of Wellington.
Margie Thomson for example had been recruited and
radicalised to the WCL cause by former Salient editor
David Murray. As a Salient writer and later a student
politician in the 1980s, she pushed the WCL message. 41
The editors of the early and mid-1980s were still broadly
left-leaning. However, they did not have the same level of
engagement with organised trade unionism or formal
membership of a communist organisation. Mark Cubey,
editor in 1983, did associate with members of the WCL,
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but was not himself a member. Like John Ryall before
him, Cubey did not see much value in the factional
divisions of campus socialists. 42 Jane Hurley was editor
in 1985. She described herself as a socialist, but not an
adherent to a particular faction. What ties did exist between Salient and trade unions or other organised labour
while Hurley worked at Salient were informal and personal, rather than a product of WCL connections. By the
time Hurley was editor, the involvement of the WCL in
student politics had become “a rumour and a legend”. 43
The WCL’s dwindling influence at Salient was wellexemplified in a 1987 article on the subject of students
joining a union for the duration of their summer jobs. As
mentioned above, this was a subject that Salient had written about a number of times in the 1970s. The issue of
students scabbing was, according to several pieces of writing in Salient, one which had a bitter history amongst
unionists. 44 Content in Salient actively sought to discourage students from this practice.
By contrast, the piece from 1987 was equivocal in its
support for unions. Much of the article discussed the
benefits to students of joining their union, as similar
articles in the 1970s had done. On the point of strikebreaking however, the article departed significantly from
earlier articles. The author of the article had spoken with
a member of the Hotel Workers’ Union, who had raised
frustrations about students ignoring strikes or other
industrial action over summer. The author expressed
sympathy with such students, noting that many were
reliant on the money earned over summer to make it
through the academic year. By supporting industrial
action, these students were taking money out of their
own pockets. Salient’s correspondent felt that students
disregarding industrial action was therefore justifiable, or
was at least a more nuanced issue than her union
interviewee had made out. 45
Publishing such a departure from a fundamental tenet of
trade unionism and solidarity – you don’t cross a picket
line – would likely have been unthinkable to Salient’s
editors of the 1970s, and to many of their writers. They
had pushed the message that the struggles of students
and workers were one and the same. To scab on workers
over the summer might be beneficial to the individual,
but all students and all workers would ultimately suffer
from undermining their common cause.
This illustrates the shift in Salient’s focus from around
the early 1980s through to the end of the decade. Salient

remained political, commenting on a range of social and
political issues occurring within the university, in New
Zealand, and throughout the world. This expression of
politics was, however, not underpinned by a class-based,
socialist analysis which was also closely involved with
political activism and enduring connections to
MILO/WCL.
Indeed, Salient’s coverage in the 1980s was increasingly
focused on the issue of education funding and the threat
of a user pays model of tertiary education. While 1970s
Salient writers had critiqued the university as an
institution of the ruling capitalist elite, students
nevertheless enjoyed a certain level of entrenched (if not
overly generous) bursaries, scholarships, and Government funding for university staff and facilities. From the
early 1980s however, Robert Muldoon’s Government had
signalled that they were considering introducing some
kind of user pays tertiary education, following similar
moves in Australia. David Lange’s Labour Government
brought with it a wave of optimism amongst students,
including in the Salient office, that being rid of
Muldoon’s Minister of Education Merv Wellington could
only be a good thing for students. 46 However, it quickly
became apparent that the Government was also actively
considering user pays education in some form as part of
its sweeping neoliberal economic reforms. 47
While the student loan model which presently exists in
New Zealand would not be instituted until the next
National Government took power, the groundwork for
this change was laid in the 1980s. Salient dedicated
significant column inches to criticising this change,
encouraging students to stand against it. While it by no
means entirely eclipsed other political issues, Salient
narrowed its focus to consider tertiary education reform
in greater depth. Salient’s editor for 1989 Belinda
Howard for instance stated the three areas Salient was
covering that year were “arts, politics and education”. 48
This educational focus was mirrored by both VUWSA
and the national student body, the New Zealand Union
of Students’ Associations (NZUSA), both of which
turned their focus away from general political positions
towards combatting tertiary education reform. 49
Furthermore, the ebb of the WCL’s influence in Salient
effectively ended the loose alignment between Salient
and VUWSA. That alignment had been brokered by the
mutual involvement of many Salient staff and VUWSA
Executive members in the WCL. 50 A series of more moderate, conservative VUWSA Executives were elected in
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the 1980s, further weakening the influence of the WCL at
Salient, and in student politics generally.
An article by former VUWSA President Simon Johnson
reflected on Salient and student politics throughout the
1980s. He noted that the MILO/WCL involvement in
Salient and VUWSA had been something of an open
secret in the 1970s and early 1980s. 51 Bernie Steeds,
Salient editor in 1988, produced a similarly reflective
article, concurring that the strong left-wing influence had
lessened as the decade progressed, and Salient had come
to cover education “much more than they used to. It’s
more relaxed”. 52 This shift was a response to different
political times from editors and contributors with
different politics to their 1970s predecessors. Such is the
nature of a student publication, which rarely has the
same editor two years in a row. Political issues remained
to the fore of the newspaper, but these were more akin to
political commentary than an expression of activism, and
class was not as central to the formulation of political
opinions as it had been. While the Workers’ Communist
League would continue until the end of the decade, by
the mid-1980s its influence at Victoria University of
Wellington’s student newspaper was all but over.
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The Making of an Alternative Theatre in the
Regions
Carol Dawber

Scenes from The Measures Taken.

From An introduction to West Coast Plays by Paul
Maunder and Kiwi/Possum group members, by Carol
Dawber.
In 2008 I sat in Greymouth’s crowded Regent Theatre
and watched a group of local actors present Paul
Maunder’s Rain, Love and Coalsmoke (2008). It was a
fitting contribution to a weekend of workshops,
discussions and events celebrating the centenary of the
birth of a national labour movement – a centenary whose
highlight, for me at least, was a grand parade down the
main street of Blackball. Proud young women on

prancing horses, dignified kuia in a vintage Rolls, a
boisterous brass band, a contingent of children with
colourful banners, admired and applauded by academics
and unionists, politicians, pensioners and parents. Ten
years later I was back in Blackball, this time at the town’s
inaugural and highly successful readers’ and writers’
festival, and at the Blackball Workingmen’s Club we
watched a screening of Goodnight Irene with a local cast
filmed by West Coast cinematographer Alun Bollinger.
Both performances responded to Coast events, the first
gleaned from the past and the second very current, with
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New Zealand-wide implications and repercussions. Both
wove themes of gender, class and race inequality,
collective memory and intergenerational understandings.
Both drew from the experience and understanding of the
audience to provide context and subtext. Both were
community inspired and based rather than using the
more conventional forms of mainstream theatre and, like
the other plays in this book, both were recognised and
celebrated as such.
In his book Rebellious Mirrors, Community-based theatre in
Aotearoa/New Zealand (Christchurch: Canterbury
University Press, 2013), Paul traces the development and
many incarnations of community theatre through his
own experiments and experiences and those of other
practitioners. In 2005, American academic and writer Jan
Cohen-Cruz proposed four ‘principles of engagement’ for
community theatre: communal context (arising from the
desire of the community group); reciprocity (providing a
mutually nourishing relationship); hyphenation (having a
wider purpose than entertainment) and an active culture
of involvement. These principles guide and inform Paul’s
work with Kiwi/Possum Productions and have helped to
shape the performances celebrated in this book. Above all
these plays inspire debate, prodding and poking into
regional history and local issues in a way that is
deliberately provocative but also strangely affirmative of
the Coast’s heroes and defining moments.
In his book Coal on the Coast (Christchurch: University of
Canterbury, 2012), Paul makes a point of avoiding, in his
own words, “the homely portrayal of the Coast as a
pubful of Barry Crump characters” but instead acknowledges the present somewhat remarkable cultural and
ethnic diversity of the region, where retired miners and
working class hunter-gatherers rub shoulders with, and
occasionally bristle against, refugees from the rest of the
world – alternative lifestylers from Auckland or
Germany, farm workers from Kenya and Zimbabwe,
Filipina wives and their families. It is this diverse
community whose passions and pecadillos are reflected
here – as Chapman-Cruz points out, community-based
performance has become less about homogenous communities and more about different participants exploring a
common concern together.
Perfomance drama became popular among the working
people of New Zealand during the goldmining era of the
1860s and 1870s, and travelling balladeers Charles
Thatcher and Joe Small were among the better known

players on the Coast. Both were skilled at mingling with
their potential audiences before the shows, picking up
local opinions and local scandals and incorporating them
into their acts, but essentially they were still professional
‘outsiders’ whose role was that ofpaid entertainers.
The Coast has always had a strong tradition of performance poetry, fostered by the Savage Clubs, which
started there in the 1890s, and by local practitioners such
as ‘Bard of Inangahua’ Hugh Smith and, much later,
Greymouth baker and local body politician Hugh
Blanchfield. Such entertainers performed their community-inspired party pieces to much acclaim, but the
emphasis was still on individual artistry through poetry
or song. Theatrical entertainment in the form of locallyinspired and performed plays was a longer time coming.
Nearly a hundred years after Thatcher and Small worked
the Hokitika pubs, Joe Martin and Elsie Locke toured
with Ghosts on the Coast, billed as a ‘family fantasy’.
Their travelling troupe, the Rouseabouts, were folk music
enthusiasts associated with the William Morris Group in
Christchurch. Their 1960 production, loosely based on
the social and political history of the Coast but
incorporating music and anecdotes from other parts of
New Zealand, could be perceived as having a broader
socialist agenda but it did not meet the first of CohenCruz’ criteria in that once again it was ‘outsider
entertainment’ rather than arising from within the
community.
Playwright Mervyn Thompson’s best known play and
very autobiographical Coaltown Blues played on the Coast
in the mid-1980s. This one-man play is not only a
personal story about childhood and family but also a
social and political commentary covering the 16 years
from the election of the first Labour Government in 1935
to the 1951 waterfront lockout. Thompson relied on local
support to help stage the production in venues such as
the Black’s Point Hall at Reefton, and found taking it
back to the Coast a very emotional experience. Three
decades on, Coaltown Blues was toured around New
Zealand by Christchurch singer and actor Chris Green
and the performance I enjoyed, in Picton’s Little Theatre,
fully upheld the universality and integrity ofthe work.
Westport born and bred playwright Peter Hawes’ 2009
work The Gods ofWarm Beer, however, although also set
in Westport during the 1951 waterfront lockout and
drawing on similar social and political themes, was
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written as a conventional (and highly entertaining) play
for mainstream commercial theatre and has to date never
been staged on the Coast.
Community-based theatre in its broader form appeared
in 1977 with Greymouth High School’s production
Shadow of the Valley, written by schoolteachers Susan
Battye and Thelma Eakin about the 1896 Brunner Mine
disaster. The writers and their student cast drew heavily
on local experience, not only interviewing descendants of
the miners for their research but also, incredibly,
tracking down a living eyewitness who had been a boy at
the time. The play not only honoured the dead, incorporating a roll call and using maps and photographs for
context, but also focused on the thoughts and emotions
ofthose involved.
Paul Maunder’s play Goodnight Irene (2011) was written
and first performed soon after the Pike River mine
explosion of 19 November 2010 and it draws on the
playwright’s first-hand experience of the immediate
aftermath of this latest coalmining disaster. Goodnight
Irene was a fresh and raw response that fulfilled all the
criteria for community-based theatre. It was performed at
two venues outside the Coast as well as four local ones
and, filmed some years after the event that inspired it,
still has resonance.
These community-based plays make extensive use of
song, sometimes to punctuate the dialogue and sometimes as chorus. They’re universally-known songs, old
songs like Clementine and Nancy O, anthems such as
Joe Hill and the Red Flag, and they add context, subtext
and colour, as do the modern rap of Possum in Poison
and Purity (2011), ‘The Rap of the Young West Coaster’
in The Measures Taken (2016) and the music of the punk
band in Helen and the Ferals (2017).
Some of the work is almost Shakespearean in structure.
The actors speak directly to the audience, sometimes
even with the audience, in classic prologue and epilogue
forms. Or perhaps the technique is more evocative of the
‘calling-on song’ of traditional folk music, when the
players announce their intentions to inspire as well as
entertain and, at the same time, call for a sympathetic
hearing. Most recognisable, however, is the indigenous
ritual of greeting, storytelling and farewell, with the
audience as a community drawn willingly into the
listening circle, familiar with and complicit in the ritual.

Reciprocity between actors and audience is frequently
overt. Players slip between roles, now as character, now
as commentator, as when the actor who plays Mrs
Rogers in Rain, Love and Coalsmoke invites her listeners
to consider Pat Hickey’s ingrained sexism, and Kehu in
the same play references the diminishing of M āori by
P ākekā capitalism. Occasionally, as in A Brief History of
Madness (2015), the actors become facilitators and
orchestrate the audience response.
In 1960, Coast writer and Greymouth High School
teacher Peter Hooper produced a historical pageant to
celebrate the history of Westland. It was a bi-cultural
production, written and performed by Coasters including
a M āori concert party from Arahura, and it acknowledged
the shared M āori and European history of the region
which appears to have been lost or largely ignored over
the next few decades. Now Maunder uses te reo M āori, in
song or bits of dialogue, in much of his work and draws
from the M āori as well as the more recent European
history of the region. In The Measures Taken (2016), an
old man’s careful and respectful polishing of a piece of
pounamu becomes a metaphor for patience and in Rain,
Love and Coalsmoke Kehu reminds us that revolution
occurs across cultures as well as within them.
In The Cave Above the Pa / I Ana I Runga I Te Pa (2012),
however, Maunder addresses the still simmering issue of
race relationships, suddenly volatile after the town’s war
memorial gates were clandestinely removed. A confrontation between P ākehā mayor and M āori kaumātua
morphs into a wider conversation about the underlying
situation, that much of Greymouth sits on leasehold land
belonging to a M āori incorporation and rents are to be
raised. The matter is discussed in forthright and open
dialogue, illustrating practitioner Augusto Boal’s dictum
that theatre for the people must above all have clarity,
appealing to the intelligence and sensitivity of the
spectators “without circumlocution or mystification”. The
performance concludes without providing any answers.
Instead, the protagonists invite the audience to join them
in working together, keeping the discussion going and
trying to find common ground.
Maunder spent much of the late 1980s working with
trade union and unemployed workers’ groups and he
subscribes to The People’s Charter of 1993, a kaupapa
articulated by a grassroots community movement growing out of the fallout from the neoliberal politics of that
era. Principles of ethnic, cultural and gender equality,
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consensus decision-making, economic fairness and environmental sustainability inform his work on the Coast.
The Measures Taken (2016), openly categorised as ‘a
teaching play’, raises such issues directly with a larger
cast than usual and a choir to act as a kind of Greek
chorus. This play culminates not only with group
discussion, as several others do, but also with a written
questionnaire intended to poll and presumably therefore
politicise the audience.
Plays such as The Judgement of Ben Alder (2103) and
Whenua/DP4Lot 173 (2018) continue to address
Maunder’s concern that “if we are not ‘telling the other
story’, that is, the political story, we are in fact, telling the
system’s story”. He’s alive to the danger of the writer
attempting to fulfill the ancient roles of bard or tōhunga,
holding the history and traditions of the community and
telling its stories and, in doing so, romanticising and
sentimentalising oppression. His stated agenda in
staging theatre events on the Coast has been twofold: to
help the community celebrate its past and for the activist
movement more generally to explore its relevance.

the tree-climbing activists of the 1980s and the
immigrant dairy farm workers of the 21st century all
have their roles to play and their provocative questions to
raise, and as the arguments for and against exploitation
of the Coast’s resources move from gold, coal and timber
to more recent concerns for the very soil and water of the
region, the stakes can only get higher. As Aroha asks
despairingly in Whenua/DP4Lot 173, the most recent
play in this collection, “If the planet dies will the gods
still be here? If we all get kicked off the rock with atmosphere will the gods linger or have we made them up?”
The many performances of these plays outside the Coast,
in Auckland, Lyttelton, Mapua, Motueka, Nelson and
Dunedin, indicate that community-based theatre is not
just ‘local’ but can flow on to wider audiences because
the messages are universal. The conversations generated
by one small cast of focussed players can and must ripple
outwards, giving rise to others.

This body of work references iconic Coast characters and
events to raise universal issues. In Ted, Poppy and World
War Two (2014), for example, Maunder draws on nearly
two decades of research by Greymouth teacher and
passionate conservationist Ted Kehoe, who mentored and
inspired many others and whose interest in local history
as well as flora, fauna and artefacts made his fortnightly
broadcasts on Radio 3YZ popular with a far wider
audience than the Coast. Ted’s scripts, now preserved
and archived, provide both text and counterpoint in this
play which also draws on the work of Greymouth’s
Sisters of Mercy, an order of Irish Catholic nuns known
and respected for their music teaching. Remarkably,
Dublin writer James Joyce’s sister found her way to this
convent, and piano lessons with Sister Poppy form a
framework for stories of Coasters’ involvement in and
reactions to World War Two.
In other plays, Biddy of the Buller tells her story through
an inmate in the Seaview asylum, Thomas Brunner’s
month-long ordeal in the rain-soaked wilderness of the
Buller Gorge (and the pragmatic survival skills of his
M āori guides) becomes a morality lesson, strike leader
Pat Hickey and the militant Blackball miners of 1908 are
acknowledged and the future of state-owned mining
company Solid Energy is resolved by militants. The
soldiers and conscientious objectors of World War Two,
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Reviews
queer activism. The coal miners’ experiment with selfmanagement or ‘workers’ control’ was also tried across
several industries, from steel to textiles. Meanwhile,
workers in Australia also took industrial action that
‘reverberated around the world’, from action against the
Vietnam war, dictatorships in Greece and Spain, the
proliferation of nuclear weapons, and exploitation of
workers in developing nations. Oldham’s book is ‘a
history of these and other radical currents in the
Australian union movement during the 1970s’ (3-14).

Without Bosses

Without Bosses: Radical Australian Trade Unionism in the
1970s by Sam Oldham (Melbourne: Interventions, 2020)
Reviewed by Ross Webb
Sam Oldham’s new book Without Bosses: Radical
Australian Trade Unionism in the 1970s tells the story of
radical currents in the Australian labour movement in
the 1970s. It comes from Interventions, a radical
publisher that produces ‘left-wing, radical and socialist
books by Australian authors’. The title Without Bosses
comes from a New South Wales coal worker. In 1972,
coal miners in South Clifton became, Oldham explains,
the first miners in the world to effectively dismiss their
supervisor and take mines into ‘workers’ self-management’. ‘It gives you a bit of an idea’, said a coal miner
and unionist, ‘of how it would be to work under
socialism, without bosses’. This, Oldham tells us, is one
of a number of Australian ‘firsts’: the first ‘green ban’ by
the Builders Labourers Federation (BLF) imposed on
environmentally destructive construction projects; the
first ‘pink ban’ by the same union after a student was
expelled from Macquarie University for participating in

In many ways, Oldham rehearses the traditional line
from scholars like Tom Bramble and others: that unions
themselves were ‘firmly located on the terrain of
capitalism’, that the structures of modern trade unions
tend to reinforce bureaucratic tendencies within the
officialdom, and that these bureaucratic structures often
acted to disempower workers (3-14). But Oldham’s real
contribution is to demonstrate the alternatives. The
opening two chapters of the book sets the scene: the first
details worker and union struggles as part of a new
popular activism of the 1960s that swept much of the
world. As Oldham shows, ‘ideas of self-organisation and
direct action cross-pollinated the trade union movement
from new social movements’, and, ‘as some sectors of
society began to think more critically of systems of
domination and control, many workers began to turn the
same critical eye to the institution of private enterprise’
(21). The second chapter, meanwhile, outlines the postwar boom and worker militancy (in the form of the shop
committee movement). It was the full employment of the
post-war years that provided the structural basis of
worker militancy. Oldham also outlines the context of
Australia’s manufacturing and construction unionism
which in turn explains how unions ‘were important in
the early stages of projects and were well positioned to
impose environ-mental and social bans’ (28).
It is between Chapter 3 and Chapter 7 that Oldham really
demonstrates the key themes of the book. The movements for ‘workers’ control’ emerged, a challenge to the
‘employers’ unilateral right to hire, lay off and dismiss
labour, control conditions of work and manage risks’,
and it drew, Oldham argues, on the unrest made possible
by the growth in shop committees and economic conditions of full employment (40-41). Oldham also details
here the role and contributions of the far left and
Communist Party in these chapters and a multitude of
campaigns, including some based on health and safety
concerns. As Australian manufacturing began to decline
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into the 1970s, the question of hiring and firing became
hotly contested, and questions of ‘workers’ control’ reemerged. ‘As layoffs and factory closures increased’,
Oldham writes, ‘many workers began resisting, through
strikes and occupations, rather than quietly joining the
dole queues’ (60). Oldham documents fascinating cases
of worker control and self-management, from the construction of the Sydney Opera House to the energy sector.
In just one of many examples, 1,600 workers at the
Williamstown Naval Dockyard in 1978 sacked the
dockyard management after a safety dispute and worked
for eight days without supervision. The final chapters
detail worker and union ownership (in the form of co-operatives of nationalisation) and to radical action outside
the workplace, such as action against the Vietnam war,
green bans, and support for foreign workers. As Oldham
perceptively concludes, union action around political
questions – once taking the form of direct action – have
given way instead to ‘official gestures’ (139).
Finally, the radical currents that Oldham outlines did not
last. Oldham argues that by the late 1970s radical
expressions of trade unionism came to an end. Chapter
8, entitled ‘Crisis, Repression and Decline’ is dedicated to
explaining this development. What Bramble called the
‘flood tide’ of trade unionism was the high point of bans,
occupations, work-ins, and takeovers, union and worker
cooperatives, and experiments in workers’ control. Such
rank and file movements failed to last into the late 1970s
and 1980s: the power of the union movement was
eroded, and gains made have been rolled back. Unemployment played a key role and redundancies in manufacturing, a key sector in Oldham’s narrative, was hit
particularly hard; 200,000 jobs were lost between 1974
and 1984. As the economic conditions became dire, the
industrial relations bargaining framework, seen by such
rank and file activists as a source of constraint, turned
out also to be its source of power and protection, and
ultimately, its source of vulnerability when the system
was swept away and the emerging reality of unemployment threatened the guarantee of job security of the
era. ‘As unions have been pushed further to the margins
of social and economic life, popular apathy and ignorance
about unions have contributed to their decline’ (13).
Yet Oldham also warns against nostalgia: these radical
currents often excluded or did not consider women,
aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, queer and

gender diverse people, people with disabilities and nonEuropean (non-white) immigrants (13). Yet the movements still have ‘radical legacies’, Oldham concludes. For
despite the repression, unemployment and other
structural sources of the decline in worker militancy, the
stories outlined demonstrate that ‘when workers are
given the opportunity to challenge or even replace
authority of their bosses with a more democratic
alternative, the decision to do so comes more easily than
might be expected’ (157). ‘I hope that those struggling
and fighting in Australia today find inspiration and
renewed courage from this account of the radical trade
unionism ofthe 1970s’, Oldham writes (14).

A People’s History of Tennis
A People’s History ofTennis by David Berry (London: Pluto
Books, 2020)
Reviewed by Ryan Bodman

In the introduction of A People's History ofTennis, David
Berry explains that his book ‘makes the case that tennis
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is a more progressive sport than its public perception
suggests’ (4). Across its 14 chapters Berry places the
sport’s establishment and development into its social and
cultural contexts, paying particular attention to those
moments in the history of tennis that speak to a
progressive or even radical tradition. To this end, Berry
details the significant place of women in the history of
the sport; the game’s popularity amongst working-class
people in Britain during the inter-war period; the
involvement of people-of-colour and Jewish communities
in the history of the game; and the influence of what is
now known as the LGBTQ+ community upon the
masculinities and fashions on display on and around the
tennis court.
While Berry’s account of the game’s history strongly
supports his assessment that tennis is a more progressive sport than its public perception suggests, the
book fails to substantiate its ‘central argument ... that
tennis is a truly radical sport’ (8). I was surprised and
delighted to read about those moments in the history of
tennis when the game’s players and administrators
bucked the sport’s establishment and tennis became ‘a
site of struggle for freedom, fairness and equality’ (3).
But in the history of tennis, such moments are few and
far between as the sport has always been more closely
associated with the political and economic establishment,
than with those people and communities at odds with it.
As a result, A People's History ofTennis often reads more
like a social and cultural history of the sport in Britain
(albeit one that pays attention to the sport’s progressive
traditions) than a people’s history, with the radical
perspective that that approach brings to mind.

juxtapose the commercialisation of the sport with the
enduring grassroots culture of the British tennis club,
which Berry describes as ‘one of the few places in
contemporary capitalist society where commercialism
has been kept at a distance’ (209-210).
Accordingly, A People’s History of Tennis is not the book
that I expected it to be, but I enjoyed it a great deal
nevertheless. Berry appreciates the power of sport to
serve as a window on to past societies and cultures and
he has written a book that is highly informative and very
engaging. Moreover, Berry tells the history of tennis with
the skill of a talented story teller, seamlessly weaving the
stories of specific players, personalities and clubs into the
book’s broader narrative and incorporating his own visits
to the sport’s sites-of-significance into the text’s engagement with place. So, if you are looking for a book to
substantiate your suspicions that behind all that bank
and vineyard sponsorship lies a truly radical sport, this
book will disappoint. But, if you’ve felt the joy of a lineshot on a late summer’s afternoon or been spellbound by
the rhythmic movement of a rally on the television,
Berry’s A People’s History ofTennis will offer you a deeper
appreciation of where tennis has come from and some
interesting food-for-thought about where it might be
heading.

Despite the misleading title, however, A People's History
ofTennis is a fascinating and enjoyable read. Berry has a
lively and engaging writing style that he uses to great
effect to place the history of the sport in Britain – and to a
lesser extent the United States – into its social and
cultural contexts. The chapters covering the sport’s early
development speak to the importance of social class,
gender and changing patterns of urbanisation in the
initial uptake of the game. Berry’s coverage of the sport
across the inter-war and post-war years includes
discussions of celebrity culture; the significance of
technological advancement to the sport’s growing appeal;
and the place of tennis in the amateur/professional
divide. And the chapters covering more recent decades
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Outside Mt Eden prison, Dean Parker, right ofphoto

Dean Leo Parker

20/08/1947 - 14/04/2020
By Mary Ellen O’Connor
Kua hinga te tōtara o te wao nui a Tāne. The tōtara in the
great forest ofTāne has fallen.
Dean left us suddenly with very little warning and no
fuss whatsoever. That was typical. He combined an acute
political vision and aesthetic with a complete lack of
personal agenda, beyond that of getting his work staged/
televised/published. This was extraordinarily difficult,
given the politically alternative nature of the work, but he
kept on keeping on. And like the drip wearing away the
rock, he eventually got some of the recognition he
deserved. In 2010, he was awarded a Laureate from the
Arts Foundation of New Zealand and two years later, he
was the inaugural winner of the Playmarket award given
to a playwright for significant contribution to theatre in
New Zealand. These were hard won plaudits.

However, the ideas presented were always more important to Dean than any successes. His politics were clear
and uncompromising – he was a communist. "I would
describe myself as a class-conscious writer. I'm with
Lenin. I'm for the working class seizing control of the
wealth it creates, for the replacement of parliament, the
army, the police, the judiciary – all those deadly manacles
of state control – with workers' committees and militias,
and all this done as part of a world-wide struggle." A
desire to build a working class party saw him join the
Trotskyist Socialist Workers Party in London in the early
‘70s, and later in Auckland, the soviet-aligned Socialist
Unity Party, of which he became Auckland branch chair.
As neo-liberalism bedded in, he represented traditional
left-wing commitment in a world of slippery postmodern politics.
Dean saw theatre in a National Theatre sense – as playing
a vital role in the democratic debate among citizens, a
position which put him at odds with Auckland, the
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commercially-minded city he lived in, and loved. His
challenging plays proved too much for Auckland theatre
companies who wanted something light to entertain their
wealthy theatre-going patrons.
Increasingly, it was Bats and Circa in politically-focussed
Wellington that took a punt on Dean’s plays. It was in
these theatres, that Tigers ofWrath, The Hollow Men, Once
we built a Tower, Slouching to Bethlehem, Baghdad Baby,
Other Peoples Wars, The Man whom Lovelock couldn’t beat
and most recently, Wonderful, opened. In fact, his first
plays Smack and Two Fingers from Frank Zappa opened at
Downstage, Wellington in 1974 and 1975.
But Dean wanted to reach a different audience so he
turned to television and film in the hope that working
people might see something they could relate to. His
collaboration with Greg McGee proved fruitful. Together
they wrote the trucking series Roche, and the gold mining
drama Gold. His screenplay with Ian Mune for the big
screen feature Came a Hot Friday won best film
screenplay in 1985. Writing again with McGee, the
screenplay Old Scores, the Welsh/Kiwi rugby tale, won
best film screenplay for 1990. Share the Dream – about
workplace dynamics in deregulated New Zealand – won
best TV drama script 1998. And he wrote for many
television series including Buck House, Mortimers Patch,
Betty’s Bunch and Close to Home. His adaptation of Ngaio
Marsh’s Opening Night was the first New Zealand TV
drama to be screened in the United States. However,
disenchantment slowly set in as he discovered that TVNZ
executives were just as market-driven as Auckland
Theatre Company directors. Dean summed it up:
"I’ve seen Tom Stoppard quoted as saying, “To be a
playwright is to have your heart broken every day.” You
could argue that’s a good thing for playwrights and their
precious little hearts, but it could never happen here
[New Zealand] for here the first requirement of a
playwright’s survival is a heart ofstone."
But he hung in. Life’s a Riot, a Sunday theatre drama –
the story of Jim Edwards and the 1932 Queen St. riot,
screened 2009. A two hour docu-drama, A War Story,
screened in August 2019, was the riveting story of
journalist Peter Arnett meeting Osama Bin Laden in
Afghanistan in 1998.
It was probably his adaptation of Great Expectations, 1988,
that got him writing for the theatre again. Adaptation

then became a strong suit. The Trial adapted from Kafka
and Enemies from Gorky were both staged in small
Wellington venues. Nicky Hager’s books The Hollow Men
and Other People’s Wars provided rich raw material for
Dean’s plays of the same name. Inspired by Covid-19, he
had just finished stage adaptations of Defoe’s A Journal
ofthe Plague Year and Camus’ The Plague when he died.
Dean was forever extending his subject matter and style:
The Slippery Opera, (1983) a parody of the famous
Brecht/Weill musical set among the bodgie gangs of
1960s Napier, The Red Feds commissioned by Art at Work
to encourage trade union involvement in theatre (1989),
right through to Who Killed Blair Peach? (2019) were all
memorable niche productions for small appreciative
audiences.
But not all his theatre involved serious political pointmaking. The annual Bloomsday celebration billed as “the
only Hibernian, Hebrew, Pasifika event in the world”,
took place at the Thirsty Dog in Karanghape Rd.
[Bloomsday, the 16th of June, is the 24 hours in which
James Joyce’s novel Ulysses plays out, always celebrated
street-style in Dublin]. It was Dean’s unique “K” Rd.
interpretation of this event which gave this event its
particular flavour. As Farrell Cleary, one of the
Bloomsday troupe, said in his poroporoaki to Dean, it
was "a utopian venture beyond the reach of film
producers or TVNZ executives. A slice of Paradise Now."
Branching out again, in 2017, he completed a novel
Johnson, a sequel to John Mulgan’s Man Alone. Dean
identified strongly with Mulgan, particularly his involvement with the Greek partisans towards the end of the
war.
And when he wasn’t writing?
Dean was a football enthusiast and played enthusiastically in the HART soccer team 1976-86, becoming
the manager 1987-91. But he did more than play football
for HART. During the 3rd test of the 1981 Springbok
tour, the microwave repeater station north of Auckland
feeding the broadcast to South Africa was taken out in a
daring raid on the tower near Puhoi. Dean became
separated from the activist team and was arrested. He
received a two-year jail sentence, appealed, and got off
with community service.
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Dean helped found the New Zealand Writers’ Guild
which set itself up as a union to negotiate on behalf of
writers. He was determined that this would be a trade
union affiliated to the Federation of Labour and
throughout his career fought hard for both its primary
negotiating function and its affiliation.
With others, he founded The H-block-Armagh Committee
later known as Information on Ireland, an organisation
financed by darts competitions in members’ homes,
which aimed to offset the mendacious, British version of
events in Northern Ireland we received through the
mainstream media. The organ for this was Saoirse
(Freedom) a quarterly which he doggedly self-published
for nearly twenty years.
Dean’s study was something to behold. A bust of St. John
Vianney – the Cure of Ars – with a parrot on his
shoulder, greeted you at the door. The desk, computer
and printer were bizarrely decorated with little icons of
differing significance – Marxist souvenirs, Catholic relics,
little plastic racehorses and collages incorporating all of
these, constructed by Dean himself, for some mischievous project. Shelves were crammed with books, pride
of place being reserved for first editions with interesting
inscriptions. One of these was signed by Guy Burgess,
one of the Cambridge spies who Dean was fascinated by,
as the embodiment of the deceptive, the shadowy, the
blurred line between fact and fiction.
Dean and Isabel were immensely hospitable and generous people, the political translated easily into the
personal. The visitors staying at their central Auckland
residence were often young people in need of accommodation, the parties they held often functioned to cheer
up someone in need. Dean had a particular interest in
the younger generation; as he got older, they were his
link to the new.
Dean was an ex-Catholic who got great amusement out of
the more far-fetched aspects of the Catholic religion. In
the Rona Bailey lecture of 2019, he outlined some of his
experiences.
"We were taught at school that General Franco saved
Spain from depravity, that Mussolini’s corporate state
was the highest form of democracy, that Our Lady would
one day appear in the red sky above the Kremlin and that
those from Hastings should take home a note telling
their parents no longer to support Labour candidate Ted

Keating as Labour was opposed to state aid for Catholic
schools." [Note: a recording of the lecture is available at
http://www.lhp.org.nz/index.php/video-of-the-2019-ronabailey-lecture-by-dean-parker/]
Dean chose his own path and lived it consciously. He will
be sorely missed, but vividly remembered.
Moe mai rā, e te tuakana!
Kore e warewaretia e mātou e noho pōuri ki konei.
Kaua e wareware i a mātou!
Rest in peace, brother.
You will not be forgotten by those ofus left behind.
Don't forget us!

Reflections on a Good Mate
By David Grant

When Dave Wickham and Paul Chalmers contacted me
within 20 minutes of each other on the 14 April this year
to tell me that our mutual friend Dean Parker had died
suddenly of a massive heart attack I was dumbfounded
and disbelieving. I naively had faith that Dean would
somehow go on forever. The world needed his conversation, his knowledge, his friendship, his laughter, his
altruism, his empathy, his creativity, his energy, his
diligence (38 plays – let alone his scripts for television
and film productions!), his sense of humour-sometimes
black, sometimes wicked and ‘out there’, sometimes
droll, his extensive political and literary insights (often
different and more far-reaching than anybody else I
knew) – his activism, his kindness, his generosity, his
humility-and of course the manifestation of all of these
qualities in his plays. The list goes on and on.
I first met Dean Parker sometime in the mid-1970s.
Within a year I joined him in the HART football team, a
ragtag collection of football and retired rugby players
mostly of a ‘leftist’ persuasion who battled down the line
in the ‘Open’ grades. Not a player of any great adeptness,
as he would be the first to admit, he was nonetheless the
rock of the team, always there in body and spirit, playing
and later managing the team. Between 1976 and 1984 it
joyously filled my Saturday afternoons alongside the
exposition of haughty tales over a pint or two at the
Leopard Tavern post-match. Sometimes we attracted
some talented football players to the team such as in
1978 when we won the competition. At other times we
struggled. We defaulted a lot in 1981. Other, more
important issues occupied our attention. In 2007, the
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team was going through a particularly bad patch. At the
Auckland launch of my Field Punishment No 1 book that
year – which Dean organised – Paul Priddey, a stalwart of
the team for many years told me to ‘bring my boots’ next
time I came to Auckland. I had just turned 61.
His reputation as a playwright will surely wax rather than
wane in the years ahead. I was delighted and honoured in
2007 to join the cast of 1915: A True fiction a radio play –
a mockumentary that makes use of commentary,
reportage, re-enactment and poetry – chosen because
Dean had heard my voice on the radio. The play’s
protagonist, Rufus Dewar, a young soldier who is
wounded at Gallipoli, recovers in Alexandria, experiences
an epiphany that war is wrong, secretly stows away back
to New Zealand, begins an anti-war movement – and just
before the Labour Party contests the 1916 general
election is murdered by the policeman chasing him, thus
ensuring his martyrdom results in a Labour victory. The
three commentators alongside myself – writer C K Stead,
broadcaster Kim Hill and novelist Marilyn Duckworth
gave the play gravitas. Among the play’s many twists and
turns Rufus is revealed as a closet homosexual with a
surreptitious ‘close’ connection to Michael Joseph
Savage. After the play was broadcast, an elderly World
War Two Christian pacifist friend phoned me in deep
agitation that he had heard on the radio that Savage was a
homosexual. ‘Tell me it isn’t true, David!’ he exhorted. I
explained the fictional scenario carefully; I’m not sure he
totally believed me. 1915: A True Fiction was rebroadcast
on Radio New Zealand National on the first Sunday after
Dean’s passing.

Less well-known about Dean was his altruism. His
search for truth and justice saw himself involved with
struggling people all over the world, including, among
others, the downtrodden and politically marginalised
from East Timor to South Africa, from Palestine to
Ireland. Especially Ireland. From 1968, Dean was loudly
protesting support for Irish civil rights. In 1980, he was
the driving force behind the establishment of the New
Zealand H Block/Armagh Committee which set up with
branches in the four main centres. Over the years he
vigorously protested the incarceration and treatment of
political prisoners in Northern Ireland. With Dean the
spiritual head of the cause, marches, pickets, sit-ins were
organised, alongside radio and newspaper interviews,
fund raising and speaking tours. A prisoners’ ‘department’ was set up where cards and letters were sent to the
prisoners. During the hunger strikes in 1981 the
Committee maintained a picket outside the British High
Commission – and several times occupied their offices
demanding political status for the prisoners. In between
1982 and 2000, Dean produced, edited and distributed a
monthly H-Block magazine called Saoirse which had a
grateful readership – being widely dispersed throughout
Ireland and New Zealand. His commitment to this cause
never wavered.
I wish to thank Farrell Cleary for joining me in this
conversation. “Here tokay, gone tomory. We’re spluched,
do something, Fireless. And had answer: Inconvenient,
David.” from Finnegans Wake by James Joyce.

Dean also reviewed two of my books, passionately. Both
were remarkable in that he provided insights that could
only come from a mind that was as creative and
knowledgeable as his. His comments were very different
to what other commentators said; indeed, some of these
insights were new to me as well. I salute his contribution.
Dean Parker denied he was a political playwright; he
didn’t want to be typecast. That was disingenuous. Of
course, his plays were ‘political’; some subliminally or
inferred; others more overt-often a mixture of all
perspectives. He was the country’s best. He was a master
of nuance. Characterisations were never ‘strait-lined’; it
was always folly to try to predict what was going to
happen.
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Seafarers Union president Dave Morgan (right) with picketers, Queens Wharf, Wellington. Phil Reid, Dominion Post. Ref: EP/1993/2836/12-F. Alexander Turnbull Library

David John Morgan

Seafarer and Unionist
Life Member: The Maritime Union ofNew Zealand
Life Member: The Maritime Union ofAustralia
29 May 1940 - 5 November 2019
By Chris Eichbaum

Preamble

Dave Morgan was a teller of stories. His powers of
oratory were clear to those who listened to him at union
meetings, around dinner tables, or having a cup of good
coffee. And he was a conversationalist. Sure, he was a
good talker, but he was an equally good listener. I had the
great honour to listen to Dave and to have conversations
with him. Together with others I delighted in the stories
that he told. And from early on I felt very strongly that
those stories should be brought together in the form of a
memoir of some kind. So, I told him that, and repeatedly.
I even offered to interview him, transcribe the interviews,
and let Dave edit the results into something that could be
published. I didn’t win that battle, and while I have no
evidence to this effect, I suspect that I was not the only
one to advance the suggestion. Perhaps it is wrong to
characterise it as a ‘battle’, because when he demurred,
he did so quietly but firmly. And he did it in such a way
as not to invite questions on his reasoning behind the
reluctance.

But Dave was interviewed for works that have been
published, and indeed for some that have yet to be
published.
I was honoured to be invited to provide this obituary.
When I spoke at the celebration of Dave’s life in
Masterton on 10 November 2019, Arapeta Tahana asked
me how I wanted to be introduced. I replied, ‘as a friend
of the family’. And it has been in that capacity that I have
crafted this piece. I was, for a time, a union official but
my parish was onshore with the Engineers’ Union. The
challenge in providing an obituary has been to find
resources beyond my own recollections of conversations
had, and stories told. My principal source has been the
remarkable Maggie Morgan who has shared her own
recollections and Dave’s private papers. The principal
other source has been David Grant’s Jagged Seas: The New
Zealand Seamen’s Union, 1879-2003 published by Canterbury University Press in 2012. It would be remiss of
me not to note that Dave recommended against the
publication of the history. He would want me to make
that clear. It is for others to make their own judgements
on these matters. But what is clear from the volume is
that the author holds Dave Morgan in the highest regard.
The Epilogue in Jagged Seas is largely a tribute to Dave
and an affirmation both of his contribution, and the
values and principles that drove him. Perhaps there is
more to be written yet. I hope so.
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Dave’s story

Dave Morgan always placed the commonality of class and
the solidarity attached to that above the artificial
constructs of borders. But he was Australian by birth and
identified very strongly with the big country. He never
lost the Australian accent, or that wonderfully distinctive
turn of phrase evident in retorts like ‘turn it up’, or the
placing of the word ‘but’ at the end of the sentence (as in,
‘she could win with Noel Harris riding her, but’).
He was born in Adelaide on 29 May 1940, one of three
children of Lucius Morgan (1901-1961) and Winifred
Sheehan (1906-1979). If Dave was Australian he was also
deeply Celtic in his roots – something that came as no
surprise to many sharing similar roots who encountered
him. He looked Celtic with his red hair and fair
complexion. Some would say that he displayed Celtic
traits in his personality. On his father’s side the Morgan’s
were likely – and, if so unsurprisingly – colonial settlers
from Wales. On his mother’s side the family roots are
Irish, and County Kerry appears large. Together with
Sheehan, the family features surnames like Kaye and
O’Sullivan. Dave’s forebears on his mother’s side were
some of the earliest colonial setters in the Colony of
South Australia. His great great grand-father was one
Ignatius O’Sullivan (1787-1871) who settled in the
Colony around 1840, and after whom O’Sullivan beach –
where no doubt a youthful Dave Morgan would have
spent time in the surf– is named.
Like so many other Australian and New Zealand families,
foreign wars took sons and daughters. His mother’s
brother Uncle James Harold Sheehan served in The
Australian Light Horse Brigade in The Great War as a
driver, was killed in action on the 29 September 1917 and
is buried in the Hooge Crater Cemetery in Belgium.
Dave’s father was a sheet music salesman with an
encyclopaedic knowledge of music, and Dave grew up
with an appreciation for music. While his musical tastes
might be described as catholic, jazz was his great love.
And he also had a love of literature, and none more so
than Australian bush ballads and poetry. Added to quite
remarkable powers of memory and recall (which must
have stood him in great stead across the negotiating
table) this meant that Dave could bring to mind and
recite – in his powerful, gravelly and unmistakably
Australian way – classics such as the The Spider by the
Gwydir. Young and old listened with delight – and it was
a delight that didn’t abate with each retelling. Dave

Morgan was a gifted teller of stories – those of others,
and his own.
As a child Dave contracted rheumatic fever and, as a
result, spent a year in bed. The time however was put to
good use and Dave learned how to knit (although his
expertise in this regard was shared with a privileged few).
But he recovered and as a young man was physically
robust and an excellent swimmer. A swim between the
Henley and Grange Jetties has been a feature of Australia
Day celebrations in South Australia since 1917 and the
teenage Dave Morgan was an active competitor in the
event.
Dave was educated through the Roman Catholic
education system and as a youngster was in awe, if not
indeed fear, of the ‘brides of Christ’ who were
responsible for his education at the ‘Star of the Sea’
Convent School (a state of mind that stayed with him
through to his adult life, according to his wife Maggie
who accompanied him on a visit to his childhood
primary school). His secondary education was at the
hands of the Marist brothers who, consistent with the
tenets of the time, were not inclined to spare the rod least
the child be spoilt. And for Dave Morgan there was a lot
of ‘rod’ – much of it completely without justification. For
reasons that may never be clear Dave became the ‘go to’
boy when there was any suggestion of delinquency on
the part of pupils. Perhaps that fed a sense of injustice. It
most certainly at the time resulted in Dave pushing back,
and he would say – with a look of reserved satisfaction on
his face – with some success. Amid pain and persecution
Dave had the last laugh. They still don’t know.
While Dave clearly had the intellectual capacity for
further education, the fact of his father losing his job and
the experience of an educational environment that was
more penal than pedagogical, resulted in him leaving
school at the earliest opportunity and taking up an
administrative position at the South Australian Gas
works.
But this ‘shoreside’ employment would last until he was
seventeen years of age. At that point his Uncle Bill (his
father’s brother) offered Dave the opportunity to go to
sea. The offer was duly accepted, and Dave’s career
started as a Deck Boy on the SS Iron Monarch on the 21st
of June 1957. Dave would complete his first term at sea
with a discharge at Port Kembla. With perhaps only one
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exception throughout his career at sea, his discharge
papers would record that he had met the standards of
character and conduct, ‘general’ deportment and efficiency, as a boat-hand. These standards mattered to Dave
as a seafarer, and they would matter to Dave as an
organiser and leader ofseafarers.
Before he would turn eighteen years of age, Dave became
a ‘bucko’, or ordinary seaman, on the vessel.
On board, the Mess was the hub for social interaction,
including meetings or more informal conversations
relating to Union and, increasingly for Dave Morgan,
political matters. The Mess became his classroom and his
fellow union members his teachers. Dave’s level of
activism in the Union saw him take on a delegate’s roles
at the age of eighteen, and his political education saw
him join the Communist Party of Australia. Dave would
tell David Grant that, “The greater learning he ever
achieved was when, as a lad off the coast of Australia on
his first ship, The Iron Monarch, he was introduced to
Marxist ideology by the seven ratings on board who were
members of the Australian Communist Party, then one
ofthe strongest in the Western world”. 1
Grant records that at the age of 23 Dave was invited to
join some mates who had travelled to New Zealand
looking to crew boats operating across the Tasman. So
Dave ‘paid off’ and flew to Auckland, arriving on
Christmas Eve 1963. He made his way to Wellington.
Dave soon came to feel the embrace of a Wellington
family of kindred spirits that would provide intellectual
and emotional sustenance to him – and eventually to his
immediate family – from that time forward. Those kindred spirits – and their children and grandchildren –
continue that embrace to this day.
A bloke by the name of Pat Kelly sidled up to Dave in the
Post Office Hotel soon after the former’s arrival in
Wellington. They became mates for life. Pat took him
home to introduce him to his wife Cath. In time Dave
would be a friend, mentor and a source of mystery and
delight to the other members of a growing Kelly household. The wider ‘family’ included Rona Bailey, George
and Nancy Goddard, Con and Joyce Devitt, and through
progressive networks Dave, and eventually the Morgan
family, would enjoy the company of other families of the
Wellington progressive community, including Dan and
Margaret Long (with whom Maggie Morgan had an

independent connection through the NZ Public Service
Association and Dan’s advocacy on behalf of School
Dental Nurses).
Dave joined the Communist Party of New Zealand
(CPNZ) around March 1964 and initially was active in the
Wellington City Branch. Unsurprisingly, this brought
him to the attention of NZ Security Agencies. The CPNZ
was categorised as a ‘subversive organisation’ and was
the subject of investigation by the NZ Security Intelligence Service under the relevant legislation of the time.
Dave continued his CPNZ membership and activism
after his move to Lyttelton.
The dominating political issue of the time was the
Vietnam War, and for a variety of individuals and organisations, including the CPNZ, mobilising opposition to it.
As I note below, Dave and Maggie Morgan had their first
‘date’ at an anti-war march in Auckland. In Christchurch,
opposition to the war included demonstrations and the
period was one in which a much more significant
number of the student population (and indeed other
younger members of the community) was politicised and
activist. The Progressive Youth Movement – which
counted Maggie Morgan (nee Mason) as an Auckland
member – was active across the country, including in
Christchurch. A bookshop located in Ferry Road was a
resource and an organisational and social hub. The
university at the time was located principally on what was
known as the ‘town-site’. The Student’s Association
newspaper – CANTA – proudly displayed a masthead
announcing it was part of the international communist
conspiracy and was produced out of an office in the
Student Union building on the corner of Montreal and
Hereford streets.
On one occasion a local ‘bikie’ gang, the Epitaph Riders,
decided that a march against the war should be ‘resisted’
using force. The threat became known to the Seafarers
Union and its Lyttleton Branch Secretary who decided to
even matters up somewhat by making the studentworker alliance a physical reality. While the matter
appears not to have been the subject of historical
scholarship the events remained fresh in Dave Morgan’s
mind and when pressed he would recount the battle on
the banks of the Avon River between the mix of union
members and students, and members of the Epitaph
Riders led by an individual known as ‘filthy Phil’. The
‘battle’ reached its climax when Dave Morgan and Phil
faced off. Suffice to state that Dave was the one left
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standing. While the story of ‘filthy Phil’ and the Epitaph
Riders was, at times, recounted with some humour (and
given the placement of this piece I need to state that I
have had the ‘story’ independently verified by one of the
student activists who was present on the day), the
underlying issues were weighty ones and, quite literally,
worth fighting for. The events of one day on the banks of
the Avon River were but one manifestation of an activist
Union with activist leaders.
It is likely that, and for a variety of reasons, Dave ceased
to be a member of the CPNZ during 1972. Perhaps Dave
would contend that he never left the Party but that
eventually the Party left him. Those tasked by the NZ
State with monitoring him used the descriptor ‘MarxistLeninist’ and one suspects that, for the rest of his life
Dave would not have demurred at the use of this label
(although equally that would have been a prelude to an
interesting conversation). His orientation to political
activism is probably best characterised as ‘broad left’ and
extended to aiding the NZ Labour Party both as a
function of policy positions adopted by the Union, and on
a personal basis. Dave was never a member of the NZ
Labour Party, but his support for a number of Labour
Party candidates (not least close family friend, Annette
King), including the celebrated task of erecting and reerecting campaign hoardings, markedly exceeded those
ofmany ‘paid-up’ members.
Dave Morgan’s shoreside involvement as a union official
started when he was elected secretary of the Union’s Port
of Lyttleton office in February 1969 following the retirement ofTom Kelly.
Grant notes that Dave joined the New Zealand Union on
the 24th of January 1964 and won his AB ‘stripes’ in
Wellington before shipping out on the Canterbury Steam
Ship Company’s Breeze and the Union Company’s
Waihemo on the North America route as an able seaman.
He very quickly became the ships delegate.
The Waihemo would come to prominence in 1966 as a
result of a decision by the Union Company to withdraw
two vessels, including the Waihemo from the New
Zealand to North America route. The vessels would be
sold to Asian buyers. Within days of the intended sale
being announced, two overseas lines – the German
owned Columbus Line and the US based Farrel Lines –
announced they would be increasing sailings of their
vessels on this route. “Both companies were wealthy,
used cheaper labour, and ran modern ships, whereas the

Waihemo and Waitemata were both 20 years old, slower
and used less efficient loading and handling systems”. 2
The Waihemo was due to be handed over to her new
owners when it arrived in Port Chalmers in early
December 1966. Grant notes that on 5 December:
“The 25 crew members, their articles of employment
having been terminated ahead of the ship being handed
over to the Liberian registered Pacific Trade Navigation
Company based in Manila, refused to leave and began a
sit in. The Waihemo’s union delegate, Dave Morgan,
recalled that it was the best trip he ever did. ‘Once we
heard that it was being sold we resolved not to do any
overtime on the vessels – just maintain our watches. In
Auckland before the trip south we filled large kegs with
water and hoarded plenty of food in preparation for a
long protest.
The demonstrators hoped that their stand would
highlight to the government and people of New Zealand
that a state-owned shipping line would cut the exorbitant
bill for the country’s international trade, be less of a
burden on its overseas reserves, and guarantee work for
local men”. 3
The dispute widened and the Otago Trades Council
became involved. On 8 December, police boarded the
vessel and handed the men summonses for trespassing.
The next day the crew, accompanied by the Union’s
national president, Pincher Martin, marched with
placards to the Magistrates Court. “They pleaded guilty to
trespass, but not guilty to ‘bringing a major and vital
industrial matter to the people of New Zealand’. J D
Murray, SM, refused to fine them; each was ordered to
pay court costs and solicitors’ fees.” 4
In short order however, British officers and a Filipino
crew had taken over the vessel, renamed it and hoisted a
Liberian flag.
The story of the Waihemo is interesting in its own right,
but it is also emblematic of the challenges that the Union
would face over coming decades and Dave Morgan would
face as – no longer a ships delegate – but, in time, the
national president of the Seafarers’ Union. Those issues
would go, at their very heart, to securing the jobs of New
Zealand seafarers and the right of New Zealand crewed –
and preferably New Zealand owned vessels – to operate
on the New Zealand coast and international routes. They
would go to the core of challenges to maintain the terms
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and conditions of employment of NZ labour in the face
of cheap foreign labour. For the Seafarers Union and for
Dave Morgan, predations of competition based on the
price – and ready availability of cheap labour – were a
reality long before ‘globalisation’ became an accepted
part of the political discourse. They would go to porous
systems of international regulation that permitted vessels
registered under ‘flags of convenience’ to seek to bid
down the terms and conditions of unionised labour. And
what this meant was that global cooperation between
national unions through the International Transport
Workers Federation (ITF) was not some kind of annual
ritual of fraternal bonhomie, but an on-going imperative
of ‘business as usual’ organising of the workforce.
Challenges were posed for national governments, but the
issues were squarely those of international governance.
Moreover, as the Waihemo dispute clearly demonstrated,
the viability of a national industry was dependent upon
that industry’s ability to compete through fleets that were
modern, enjoyed greater capacity and speed, and were
equipped to ensure efficient loading and discharge.

Maggie

The Scullion Family were well known union and political
identities in Auckland. Harry Scullion was a seaman and
a comrade of Dave’s. Towards the end of the 1960s, as
Maggie Morgan recalls it, Dave let it be known that he
was interested in a long term relationship and enjoined
those that he knew, and who knew him, to “find me a
working class scrubber with a bit ofpolitics”.
Harry Scullion was married to Kay. And Kay was a friend
of one Maggie Mason. And Maggie, along with her
brothers, was active in the Progressive Youth Movement,
an organisation established in large part to mobilise
resistance to the Vietnam War and to engage in direct,
non-violent protest action. Maggie came from a workingclass family, her mother Nell worked from the age of 15
as a housemaid.
Arrangements were duly made for Dave to meet Maggie
outside the Auckland Ferry Building on the occasion of
an anti-Vietnam demonstration. Maggie had graduated
as a School Dental Nurse in 1968. They both liked what
they saw. Dave returned to Lyttleton and the relationship
continued by way of daily letters between them. On a visit
to Auckland, Maggie invited Dave to meet her for a drink
at the end of the week. By this stage she was the School
Dental Nurse at Lincoln Heights School, and Maggie
took the opportunity to introduce Dave to her work

colleagues. One of these was a teacher by the name of
Arapeta (or Albie) Tahana. Suffice to say that Dave and
Albie bonded immediately and discovered in each other
kindred spirits and a mutual capacity – at times – for
larrikin behaviour.
The Tahana whānau were, and remain, a constant in the
life of the Morgans. Albie’s son, Arapeta – a leader in his
iwi and hapū – officiated at the service honouring Dave’s
life held in Masterton on 10 November 2019. It was a
service that evoked the principles and traditions of the
international labour movement, and the role of seafarers
and other maritime workers in particular in advancing
progressive causes. But it was also a celebration of a life
in the context of te Ao M āori – the M āori world view –
that Dave had come to understand and honour, and that
honoured him on that day, and for all the days to come.
So, Maggie’s Auckland crew checked out Dave, and –
consistent with the criteria that applied at the time –
Dave passed muster. By this stage Dave had started
proposing to Maggie, and Maggie had started a process
of due diligence, which included scrutiny by her mother
and her siblings.
For his part, Dave needed to reciprocate by introducing
Maggie to the Wellington ‘mob’. In Easter 1971, Maggie
travelled south to Wellington for the ‘vetting’ process.
Both processes appear to have resulted in successful
outcomes and on 14 May 1971 at the Auckland Registry
Office, Margaret (Maggie) Lee Mason and David John
Morgan were married, followed by a 2-week honeymoon
in a Mount Maunganui bach owned by Rona Bailey. Dave
resigned from his position in Lyttelton and moved to
Auckland.

National President

November 1971 saw the deregistration of the 1650member strong NZ Seamen’s Union. 5 By February 1972
the government of the day had consented to the
registration of a new union, but as Grant observes it was
different in structure to its predecessor, giving control to
a national council and abolishing the branch structure.
Elections were held in May 1972 for positions in the
‘new’ union and Dave unsuccessfully contested the
position of Auckland secretary. On 30 June 1973 Pincher
Martin resigned as president. There were four contenders to replace him – Dave Morgan, Joseph Pierce,
Clement de Clive Beckham, and Rudd Hughes. Dave
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Morgan received 658 of the 871 votes cast – 75% of the
total vote, and at the age of 32 became the youngest ever
president ofthe Union. He would also be its last.
Grant captures the situation that the incoming president
faced, including in Dave’s own words:
“When Morgan took office in 1974 after the Union’s
deregistration and its aftermath, saving jobs was the
focus. By the time the Union Company, by far the biggest
employer of NZ seamen, was divesting itself of its
international operations because they were no longer
economic, ‘They went down from 44 ships to 11. That
was happening all over the coast. And it had to. The ships
were old and were no longer suitable for the trade. If they
hadn’t gone there would not have been any trade’”. 6
What of Dave’s tenure as president of the Union? This is
a personal tribute, not in any substantive way a contribution to labour history. My contention would be that
the ‘Waihemo agenda’ continued to be Dave’s agenda
and that of the Seamen’s and other Maritime Unions.
The detail is to be found in those histories that have been
written and the research that informed that work.
What criteria then to use in selecting issues that speak to
the person that is Dave Morgan?
Both the Seamen’s Union and the Watersiders’ opposed
the formation of the New Zealand Council of Trade
Unions in 1986 and following the Conference vote to
proceed with the establishment of the new peak body,
Dave led the delegates of the two unions in a walk-out
from the Conference. Grant argues that underpinning
the decision was a marked difference in cultures between
the blue and the white collar unions that came together
to form the organisation, and that the latter are typically
less inclined to a solidaristic approach to movement-wide
organisation and action, and more likely to focus on their
own ‘patch’. 7 This is an overly jaundiced view that risks
misrepresenting the nature of unionism in both the
public and private sectors. Not all so-called ‘blue collar’
unions were bastions of class solidarity, and nor were
white collar unions insular and self-serving. For Dave,
one senses that the resiling from a formal relationship
between industrial and political labour (public sector
unions typically eschewing any partisan affiliation) on the
part of the NZCTU was more likely a weighty factor, as
was the incompatibility of a peak organisation – that may
well at times be a direct challenge to the state and state

power – including within its ranks those tasked with
implementing the coercive powers ofthe state.
The decision regarding the NZCTU also played into a
narrative – and one senses that it was one that Dave was
happy to ‘play up to’ – that saw Dave Morgan and his ilk
as union dinosaurs with their backs turned on the future
and a mission of resistance to change and defence of the
status quo. So far as the last of these attributes are
concerned, it is in the nature of trade unionism generally
that jobs, and gains secured for those in employment,
will be defended. The period during which Dave served
as president of the Seamen’s (then the Seafarers and
finally the Maritime Union of New Zealand) saw the
transformation of the New Zealand economy and both
trade union and labour market deregulation.
Some adopted an almost Orwellian tendency to view the
trade union movement as split between modernisers and
traditionalists (or dinosaurs in the case of the latter).
Modernisers, it might be argued, saw constructive
engagement between labour and capital and a ‘productivist’ agenda as key to growing the size of the cake, and
not just arguing over shares of what might be an
incrementally smaller cake. Modernisers might well see a
role for unions engaging in workplace reform – focusing
on increasing opportunities for training and upskilling,
and pathways for union members to enjoy work that was
both intrinsically and extrinsically more rewarding.
Modernisers might well take the view that union
amalgamation on an industry basis had the potential to
secure economies of scale, increased benefits for union
members and greater organisational capacity. They
might also argue that changes in bargaining structures –
perhaps through composite or combined union
bargaining – could not only be a prelude to changes in
union structures, but also increase flexibility within the
workplace on an agreed basis. Dave Morgan may perhaps
have bridled against being characterised as a moderniser.
And it is an arbitrary distinction. But all of what I have
attempted to capture in this construct is in evidence in
the outcomes one sees from Dave Morgan’s leadership.
And they are an important part ofhis legacy.
The simple reality is that dinosaurs are extinct. And the
equally compelling reality is that NZ operates a rail and
coastal ferry system that is largely in public ownership,
unionised and workers continue to contribute to the
national and international trade union movement. Dave
Morgan saw the benefits of reform in the workplace, of
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composite bargaining, of union amalgamation, and he
led from the front. The difference with some ‘so-called’
modernisers is that Dave Morgan understood that a
necessary pre-condition for advancing a reform agenda
was viable organisational capacity in the workplace – a
well-organised union membership that ‘owned’ the
union strategy and that was disciplined in such a manner
as to be able to effectively execute it. Other ‘union
leaders’ of the time were sadly seduced by a unitarist
worldview that resulted in them being accomplices to the
removal of third-party elements – like unions – from the
workplace.
The reality of the situation is that, in very many respects,
Dave Morgan was ahead of his time. He didn’t attempt to
‘brand’ what he was doing as in some way modern.
Instead it was necessary – correct even – and the product
of clarity of strategy and effective leadership. On some
issues it took much longer than Dave would have liked –
the Seamen’s and Cooks and Stewards’ Union amalgamated in 1990 to form the NZ Seafarers’ Union. In
1992 Dave wrote an open letter to all seafarers, waterfront
and harbour workers urging amalgamation:
“Now is the time to do it … There is no logic in the
continued existence of three unions on the waterfront.
The members of all three unions are all the same people,
from the same background, doing the same job, often
interchangeably, and working for the same boss who
appears to be the only winner in the current situation….” 8
It would take ten more years, but the Maritime Union of
New Zealand came into being in October 2003.
Dave Morgan’s gift was, in effect, to make himself
redundant. But by that time he was already contributing
to governance in other ways. In 1999 he was appointed to
the Wairarapa District Health Board. And in 2001 he was
made a Director ofthe Pacific Forum Shipping Line.

Award “to mark an exceptional contribution to the
international campaign against apartheid”. The framed
award sits in pride ofplace in the Morgan home.
Dave never really stopped being an activist. Masterton
features a car boot sale on a Sunday morning. One
Labour weekend Dave decided that to mark the occasion
he would set up a barbeque and give away sausages
wrapped in white bread (with the usual trappings). The
sausages would be free and the recipients of the gift
would simply be invited to reflect on the importance of
Labour Day. Some engaged in conversation with Dave. I
was privileged to be invited along. And someone had to
cook the sausages.
While still resident in Wellington, Maggie and Dave
fostered Jenny and would eventually adopt Jenny Katene
Morgan. She is an accomplished artist, a graduate of
Massey University, and a M āori warden, as is her partner
Lindsay. Jenny’s daughter Te Ohomaiana and her
daughter Ayla remain part of the household. All this
meant that Dave had another role and title: Dave became
Koro.
Whakataka te hau ki te uru
Whakataka te hau ki te tonga
Kia mākinakina ki uta
Kia mātaratara ki tai
E hī ake ana te atakura
He tio, he huka, he hau hū
Tīhei mauri ora!
Cease the winds from the west
Cease the winds from the south
Let the breeze blow over the land
Let the breeze blow over the ocean
Let the red-tipped dawn come with a sharpened air.
A touch offrost, a promise ofa glorious day.

Reflecting his contribution to the international movement in 2005 he received the International Transport
Workers Federation highest award, the gold badge. Dave
would probably say that Kathy Whelan, his long-time
union colleague and assistant coordinator of the ITF,
deserved to share it with him.
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The struggle against apartheid in South Africa was one
that Dave and the union were deeply committed to. In
2012 the African National Congress (ANC) celebrated its
centennial and Dave was the recipient of a Centennial
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